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Young Wild West and the Texas Cowboys
OR, THE SCRIM~ AGE WITH THE SHEEPMEN
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER 1.-At Short Creek.
"Well, Hoss, we ha1·dly thought we were going
to meet you here in Short Creek. How are things
getting on at Buckhorn Ranch, anyhow7"
The speaker was Young Wild West, the Champion Deadshot of the West and well-known Boy
Hero, who had made himself famous for his daring exploits in all parts of the region known as
the Wild West. The man he addressed was Hoss
Thompson, manager of Buckhorn Ranch, which
was located in the southern part of the great
State of Texas, on the Rio Grande River.
Young Wild West and the friends who traveled
with him in search of excitement and adventures
had just ridden into the little town of Short·Creek,
which was located something over a hundred miles
from El Paso. As they rode up the single street,
Thompson came running from Mexican Joe's
saloon, waving his. hat and yelling with delight,
for he had recognized the party the moment he
.
set eyes on them.
"Wild," said Hoss Thompson, as he released the
hand he had been gripping, "I reckon you .couldn't
have got here in a better time. There's-.- "
"It seems you always say that, Hoss, What's
the matter now?" the boy asked, interrupting him.
"The boys is havin' trouble with the sheepmen,
Wild, an' it's gittin' worse an' worse."
"Sheepmen, en? The herders are drivin_g- the
sheep around the ran_g-e. I suppo~e?"
"Yes, that's just it. You know what sheep will
do to a cattle range. When they once get over
it there ain't even roots left, let alone _g-rass.
There's a gang come all the way down from New
Mexico, an' they're makin' their way along the
river now, cleanin' up everything as they go
along. There's been two or three little fights, but
as yet no one has been hurt. The sheepmen generally git off when they're told ter do so, though
sometimes they ain't in a hurry about it, especially if they find there ain't many ag'in 'em,
But I ain't got time ter tell you now. I want ter
speak ter Charlie an' Jim an' the gals." .
Those he refened to were Young Wild West's
two partners, Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, and
Jim Dart, a Wyoming boy, who was about the
same age as our hero; Cheyenne Charlie's
wife, Anna; Arietta Murdock, the sweetheart of
our hero, and Eloise Gai·dner, Jim Dart's sweet-

heart. The girls, as they _always called them,
\ had been riding about on horseback with our hero
and his partners for something like two or three
years now.
When Cheyenne Charlie married, his wife insisted on either going with him or making him
settle down upon a ranch, and when it was settled that she should become one of the party it
11\ade it possible for the two young girls to go
with them also. They had two Chinamen in their
employ to cook and look after thtngs in general.
They were brothers, named Hop Wah and Wing
Wah.
Wild, as he was called for short, owned o~e of
the best horses that ever _g-alloped over prairie
grass. It was a sorrel stallion, and he called him
Spitfire. He was sitting upon the back of the
noble animal when Hoss Thompson rushed forward and gripped his hand, and as Hoss declared
his intention of greeting the ~est of the party,
Young Wild West leaped lightly to the ground.
Thompson rushed to Cheyenne Charlie first.
The scout's tanned and weather-beaten face
wore a broad grin, and he quit twisting the ends
of his long, black mustache when the manager
of Buckho1·n Ranch thrust out a hand and let
out a whoop.
"It's all right, Hoss. I'm mighty glad ter see
you!" the scout declared, and then he gave such
a hard grip that Thompson winced. "What was
you sayin' about trouble with the sheepmen?"'
__ "I'll tell you all about it a little later, Charlie;"
was the reply, and then Hoss turned his attention
to Jim Dart, who smilingly shook hands with
him. Thompson did not stop, but went right on
to Cheyenne Charlie's wife. Then when he had
shaken hands with Arietta and Eloise he looked
around and spotting the two Chinamen, who were
sitting on their horses, both smiling blandly, he ·
ran to them.
As all hands dismounted and led their horses to
the shade of some trees at the side of the road,
Hoss started in to tell all about the trouble with
the sheepmen. There was really nothing more to '
it than what he had said in a few words at the
start. The facts in the ·case seemed to be that
wife, Anna; Arietta Murdock, the sw~etheart of
about twenty sheepmen had come dow:i from the
north, driving their bjg herd of sheep r1lon1r with
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·them and permitting them to eat everything in
sight. Rum _,r had jt that they intended to corn
up along the bank of the Rio Grande and land
the sheep at El Paso, where they could dispose of
them at a good profit, since it cost them nothing,
any more than the labor of driving them, to fatten them up.
Of course, they did not get over the ground
very fast. When they found especially good grazing ground they would leave them there until they
cleaned up everything but the bare dirt. It mattered not whose cattle range they got upon,
either.
The young deadshot nodded to Jim Dart, and
then the two went straight across the street to
the ·general store. The proprietor of this place
lcept just what they wanted, though no doubt
Mexican Joe did, too. But what they were looking for was something 'in the line of temperance
drinks. Of course, the storekeper knew Young
Wild West and his friends, and he gave the two
boys a hearty welcome. He 'had exactly what
they wanted, so in a few minutes they returned
to where the rest were in waiting, carrying with
them bottles of soda-pop and glasses.
"Where is Hoss?" Jim Dart asked, as he looked
around and found the ranchman missing.
"He went over to Joe's," Cheyenne Charlie an., swered, with a grin.
"Oh, I see! Probably he wants something a
little stronger than pop. We'll go and see how
.
"things are at the saloon."
The girls were not at· all opposed to their
doi'ng this, so Wild, Charlie and Jim walked leisurely to Mexican's Joe's. The population of
Short Creek was mostly made up of Mexicans,
or greasers, as the Americans usually called them.
But it happened that there were very few around
this afteTnoon when our friends reached the
place.
,
However, there were about a dozen men in tne
saloon when the young deadshot and his partners
entered. One of them was a total stranger to
them. He was a tall, lanky individual, with a
pair of sparkling black eyes and iron-gray hair.
that came well down his neck and covered hi:.
ears. He was not dressed in the style of the
natives of that part of the country, either, but
had on a white collar, black tie, alpaca cqat and
yellow linen trousers. A Panama hat adorned his
head, and. taking him all in all he seemed to be
a man of profession.
"Which of them is Young Wild West?" he
called out, as he looked keenly at the trio.
"That's him there, the boy with the long, light
hair," Mexican Joe, who was behind the little
bar, quickly answered, and then, without paying
any further attention to the questioner, he rushed
out and caught our hero by the hand.
"l was waitin' for you to come in, \Viltl," he
said. her face beammg with smiles. "You're iest
as welcoi:ne as a shower on a mighty hot day.
Come on. This gent over here says he wants ter
treat yer. I'll introduce you to him first, though.
Doctor Jumper, shake hands with Young Wild
West, the Champion Deadshot of all creation."
"It's a grea+: honor to make your acquaintance,
Youn_g Wild ·west," the doctor said, as he lifted
his Panama and made a bow. "It is seldom I

have the opportunity of meeting such a distinguished person as you seem to be."
"I don't know as there's anything distinguished
about me," the boy llnswered, with a laugh. "Who
put that in your head?"
"Well, I have heard the proprietor and that
man over there say enough about you in the past
five minutes to make me feel sure that you are
distinguished. Any one holding the title of Champion Deadshot of the West is certainly far above
the average man. But what astonishes me is that
you are nothing but a boy. How is it possible
that you could have learned so much in the art of
shooting in the short time that you have lived?"
"I don't know as I can explain it satisfactorily to you, doctor, but I will say that ever since
I have been big enough to nold a gun out straight
I have been doi11g a lot of practicing. But it
doesn't matter. There are plenty who can shoot
as well as I do, if they only think so."
"Probably. But the fact remains that you are
the undisputed champion."
"Oh, lots of times people dispute the title, but
it makes no difference to me. I am always ready
to go into a shooting match, and if l ha2pen to
be able to win every time I do, it makes it all
right, just the same. But I don't claim to be any
champion. I am enjoying life in my own way,
and if I am able to do a friendly act for any one
in need of it you can bet I take pleasure in doing
it."
"I like to hear that f'Ort of talk. But come on.
I want you to join me in a little drink. You have
a very comical Chinaman here, and Hoss Thompson, which is the name of your manager, I believe, says he is a right smart fellow. I suppose
you take what they call pizen in this part of the
country, don't you?"
"No, doctor, I don't. I haven't got as far as
that yet, and if I remain of the ame mind, I
uever will. Joe has plenty of soft stuff to sell
here, and that will suit me all right, though I
just had a drink.a few minutes ago."
"Take what you like, then. It is at my expense. I am going to stay in this town a couple
of weeks. · I am· satisfied that there are a lot of
people here who want to stock up with some of
the best medicine on earth. You see, I am a
traveling dealer in patent medicines. I have got
liquids and pills in my wagon out here that will
cure every known ill, and a whole lot that have
not yet been discovered. I am the genuine article
in the way of a physician. I don't mind telling
you that you need a box of my pills to get your
blood in proper shape. You are a little off in that
line."
"All right, doctor. Probably I will buy a box
of your pills before we leave," and the boy
laughed good-naturedly.
Every one in the place had something to drink,
and the doctor paid the bill, smilingly. But no
doubt he- could well afford to treat, since he had
been in the place but one day and had disposed
of nearly two hundred dollars' worth of medicine,
making a profit of about a hundred and fifty.
Having finished advertising himself, Doctor
Jumper stepped back and looked at the assemblage with a smiling face.
Hqp Wah, the clever Chinee, had apparently
been very interested in all that was said. But
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he had heard a lot more of the same kind of talk
before Young Wild West and his partne1•s entered . He now must have thought that it was
time for him to have something to say, for he
stepped over to the doctor and, touching him on
the arm, said:
"You velly smartee doctor, so be."
"Yes, I am not ashamed to agree with you on
that, Hop."
"Me velly smartee Chinee."
"No doubt about it. You certainly look it," and
'then the doctor winked at our hero and his partners and laughed.
":&1e feelee allee samee sickee. Me wantee um
boxes pills."
"Well, I'll accommodate you. I have got a few
boxes right here in my pocket. Here you are.
One dollar. There are twenty-five of the best
pills ever made in that little box. Take one every
night at bedtime, and before you have taken the
whole box you will feel as fine as a fiddle."
· "Allee light," and the clever Chinee quickly
produced a dollar and bought the box.
He opened it without delay and, walking over
to the bar, took one of the pills from it and laid
it down. It was- about the size of a pea, and
nearly white in color.
"Velly nicee pill, so be," Hop said, shaking his
head as though he really had his doubts about
it, after all.
Then he picked it up, took another look at it
and placed it back upon the bar, or seemed to do
so, for really it was not the same pill he put
back. Knocking the ashes from the end of the
big black cigar he was smoking, he carelessly
placed the lighted end against the pill, acting as
though he was not aware of it at the time.
"Say, Hop," the· doctor said, moving toward
him, laughingly, "there's ain't no u se in trying
to cook that pill before you take it. It will--"
Just then he gave a violent start and leaped
back. There was a sharp hissing sound, and
what semed to be a tiny snake rose upward from
the bar and began twist ing about.
"Hip hi!" exclaimed Hop, acting as though he
was astounded. "Whattee mattee? Um pill allee
samee gottee snakee in it."
Sure enough, what was left of the pill was
sizzling and boiling, while the snake rapidly grew
larger. Doctor Jumper quickly recovered from
his surprise, and th~n shaking his finger sadly
at the Chinaman, said:
"You said a minute or two ago that you was a
very smart Chinee, Hop. I believe you are. That's
a pretty good joke. But I want you to admit that
it wasn't one of the pills I sold you that acted
ir this strange way."
"Me no undelstandee," Hop declared, innocently.
"Yes, you do. But never mind. That's one on
me."
Several in the place knew what Hop was capable of doing, and they all laughed heartily at the
joke, for when some one touched the coil that so
greatly resembled a small snake it fell into ashes.
The doctor started in to ask Hop a few questions
about the trick, when the clatter of hoofs sounded
outside. Some one rushed to the door, and then
called out, excitedly:
"Here comes a gang of the sheepmen ! I reckon
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they/re in for a good time. Look out for 'em, boys,
'cause they've got the name of bein' a bad lot.

CHAPTER !!.-Handsome Hank Shows Up In
Great Form.
When they heard that the sheep herders were
coming, Young Wild West and his partners were
interested right uway. Just then a yell sounded
outside, and then five rough-looking men rode up
and brought their horses to a halt right before
the door of Mexican Joe's little establishment.
A cloud of dust blew in, but this did not seem to
annoy those inside at all.
They all got out of the way, howey"•• when the
five men came rushing in. One of them, who was
a veritable giant of a fellow, threw his hat on
the floor and then, without paymg any further
attention to it, leaped over to the bar and broug-ht
both fists down upon it.
"Set out your pizen !" he roared. "We're dry,
an' we've got ter have a drink right away."
"All right, Pard," Mexican Joe answered rather
coolly. "Take your time abont it. It's too warm
ter git much of a hustle on a feller, you know.
I'll fix you up right away."
"Do it mighty quick, or there'll be some fun
around here I I want you to understand that
I'm Hank Smith, an' I generally has things my
own wav. Some people calls me Handsome Hank,
for short, which is 'cause I'm about the bestlookin' galoot as ever run a flock of sheep over
a cattle range."
"Hooray!
hooray!" his four companions
shouted, waving their hats.
Handsome Hank drew himself up proudly and
seemed much pleased at the cheering. Then he
seized the black bottle the proprietor put out for
him, and picking up a glass, poured out what
he wanted. Without waiting for his companions
to drink, he swallowed the contents of the glass.
Then he felt of his head, and acted very much as
thcuP-h he was surprised because his hat was
not there.
, "Why, blame it all!" he exclaimed, looking
around . "Oh, there she is! It's a wonder ter
me somebody ain't kicke<l it or stepped on it.
That hat cost me nine dollars, though it ain't
much on looks jest about now. I've had a good
lot of wear out of it, an' I mean ter have a lot
more, too. But s'pose some one had kicked it or
stepped on it. My! things would have woke up
around here, I reckon. The air would have been
filled with smoke in no time, an' they would have
been carryin' out the dead, lookin' for an undertaker."
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.
"What do yer think of that, Wild? Did you ever
hear sich a big- bluffin' galoot in your life?"
"What's that?" cried the leader of the sheepmen, starting violently as he looked around for
the $Peaker. "Who was it said anything about
me bein' a bluffer?"
"I reckon I'm the one as said it," the scout
answered, boldly, as he stepped toward the man.
"You must think we're a lot of foolg around here
ter listen to sich stuff as you have been shootin'.
Pick up that hat an' be a man."
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"Hold on, Charlie," our hero said, as he reached
over and caught the scout by the arm. "There
is no need of creating a disturbance in Joe's
place. He doesn't want it shot full of holes, I'm
sure. These men may be dangerous fellow s, and
you ha d better let them alone."
"Ha! ha! ha!"
Charlie broke into a roar of laughter.
"I know what you're sayin' that for, Wild,"
he added. "Dangerous lot, eh? Sheepmen, too.
Drivin' their sheep over cattle ranges an' runnh'
all the good pasture. A fine bunch they are, I'll
bet. If what Hoss Thompson told us is true, they
oughter be chased clean down an' run into the
river."
·
The five horsemen who had created so much
excitement upon entering the place had got together in a bunch and t hey stood looking at Charlie and our h ero in undisguised amazement. But
it was not lon£" that they remained that w •y.
Presently one of them pulled a gun and, waving
it over his head, exclaimed:
"See here, I don't know who you fellers are, nor
I don't care, but p.on't you go ter try an' laugh
at u,;. An ything that Handsome Hank says he
means, an' we' re r eady ter back him up in it, too."
"My friend," f' a id Young Wild West, in his cool
11.nd easy way, "kindly put that piece. of hardware
away, will you? It might g o off, and, a s I just
remarked, Mexican Joe doesn't want his shanty
shot full of holes."
"I'll put it away when I git good an' ready."
Then the man defiantly pressed the trigger.
Crack! A shar p report rang out, and the bullet
ploughed somewhere through the roof. He was
about to fire another shot when Wild, a s quick
as a flash, pulled his gun a11d fired. As the
second report rang out the sheepman let go his
g"Un and it dropped to the floor with a thud. ·
"That's two shots to be fired," Wild said, looking at him with the smoking r evolver in his hand.
"You fired - one, and I the other. I reckon that
will be about enough."
"He shot the gun right out of his hand, boys !"
one of the na tives of the village said, in a hoar se
whisper . "That's an old trick of Wild's. He kin
do it every time. The bull et hit the gun, an'
knocked it clean fr om the f eller's ha nd. My!
who says he ain't the Champion Deadshot of the
West?"
Handsome Hank's fa ccJ l1ght~d u p as he heard
what the man said.
"Ah!" he excla imed, putting up his hands.
"Hold on, Pete ! Don't g o any fur ther_ I r eckon
I'm the one to handle this kid. Didn't you hear
what that galoot said ?- He's the Champion Deadshot of the West. Why, it must be Young Wild
West!"
But Pete was t oo frighten ed to make any reply.
The revolver had been shot from his hand
quickly that it fair!y t .,ok Id s breath away, and
as he ~aw the boy :;tandi1,:; there r eady to fire
ag!l :,1 he _r.ade up ];is mine, that he had gone
about far enough. He did not even offer to pick
up the weapon, which lay close to Handsome
Hank's hat. The rest seemed to me awed somewhat, too, but with the leader it wa different.
He seemed t.Q be verv much nleas"ct .
· "L; it a fact th:1t ,:0u'1·e Y•,ur.g \Vild \Vest?"
he a sked, a;; ha no,l<le,l to our hero.

,n

"I rec!c"n that's anc:ut the ,,ize of it,'' was the
reply.
"An' the big feller is Cheyenne Charlie, I
s'pose?"
_
"Yes , that's right."
"An' the other h-Jy is Jim Dart?"
"You have made no mistake about it, Handsome
Hank."
"Good! I've heard a whole lot about the three
of yer. Young Wild vVe$t an' his pards, eh?
Don't like &heepmen, lh yer?"
"I don't know a s I've got anything against any
one, so long ::is they act fair and squai:e."
"Eut you made son,., tn.ublEo for a lot of 'S'heep
herders a few !Tiont~ s age, didn't yer?"
"If I did 1 am g' ac! cf it."
"Ah! I thought so. Well, I was one of the
gang, though I wasn't around when the trouble
was gc-in' on. Yon Sl)rter bt :>ke things up an'
settled quite a big row, I heard. If I had been
there it might have been a little different."
"It's too . bad you were not there, Handsome
Hank," ar:d the youP.g cie:.id ~h.,t smilt-d at him in
a way that tcld :i.ow littl<.! h,- tared for what he
said.
"I've often gaid I'd like ter meet you. but I
did think you was somewhat bigger an' older than
yer are."
"I'm sure that hadn't ought to make any difference. What do vou care about size?"
"I'm a putty big man myself."
"I see you are. But what are you driving at,
anyh-ow?"
"Didn't you hear what I said when I come in
here?"
"I certainly did. But I don't know a s it
amounted to anything, for I hardly believe it will.
I saw you throw your hat on the floor, too.. You
wanted some one to kick it or step on it, so you
could start in to clean out the place, I suppose."
"That's j est it, kid. My! what a good guesser
you are. Maybe you would like ter kick that
hat."
Young Wild West never liked to be dared.
While he ha d made up his mind not to get into
any trouble with the sheepmen, he could not stand
thi s. He coolly walked over toward the hat, and
·when he wa s within a couple of feet of it he drew
back his foot a nd then kicked it clear across the
room.
" Go and pick up your hat, Handsome H a nk,"
he said, sternly. "Do it right awa y, too. You
wa nt trouble, so you ma y as well have it."
"I 'll pick you up, you sneakin' kid !" was the
angry retor t.
Then he r eached out wi t h both h ands to grab
Wild. But he ma de ~ mistake in thinking he
could do it, fo r our hero was too active for a big
f ellow like him. H e stepped nimbly aside, and
Handsome Hank's finger!': clutched nothing more
than the empty air.
" Pick up your hat, I said," came the sharp
command.
Then the big sheepman-- saw the muzzle of a
revolver staring him in the face.
"Look out, boys!" he called out, as he backed
away, quickly. "Git ready ter shoot. I reckon
we're in for it."
"The first man as pulls a gun will drop dead in•
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his tracks!" called out Cheyenne Charlie, who was Hank shout~d, and again he. looked at Wild and
his partners.
holding a revolver in his hand.
Then Jim Dart quietly pulled a gun, too, and ·
"Maybe everybody don't want ter drink je5t
now," Mexican Joe said, persuasively. "You.
the sheepmen were cornered.
''Handsome Hank," said Wild, in his cool and oughter be satisfied ter let them drink as wants
easy way, "I. believe I told you twice to pick up to."
"All hands has got to drink, or nobody drinks."
your' hat. I don't want to have to tell you to do
"Oh, all right, then. I may as well put the
it again/'
"It's mighty hard on a feller," the big ·rascal bottle away."
"Say, Young Wild West, yer ain't mad., are
said, shaking his head sadly as he looked around
the room, "but there's times in a man's lue when yer?" the shee_pman asked, trying to speak in
he's got ter do things he don't want ter do. a pleasant way.
"Not at all," was the reply. "That's someThis is one of the times for me, I reckon. I'll
pick up my hat, of course. Pickin' up a hat is thing I try to keep from doing, Getting mad
a whole lot easier than layin' down ter die. I is a bad thing, you know."
"Well, come on an' have a drink, then."
know Young Wild West will drop me if I don't.
"Not to-day."
What's the use?"
"Then you must be ·mad."
Then he walked over and picked up the hat,
"I haven't seen anything to make. me angr:y
straightening it out and smoothing it with his
hand, after which he placed it on his head. There yet, and I hardly think I will see .anything tbat
was an air of bravado about him, too, and he will do it. If you want a drink, go ahead and
take it. If you want to ask any one else you
seemed to be quite cool.
"There!" he exclaimed. "Does that suit you, have a perfect right to do so. You have asked
me and I have told you that I don't want anyYoung Wild West?"
,
"Yes, that suits me," was the reply. "Now, t11ing."
"Well, I want you and your pards to have a
then, jf you'll behave yourself everything will be
better if you do."
all right. You have as much right as any one drink. I'll feel
"If you don1t feel better until we do I'm afraid
to come into this place, but take my advice and
don't try to run things your own way when Y0'1 you'll feel bad a long time. How about it, boys?"·
"I wouldn't drink with the sneakin' coyote,"
·
do come in."
Cheyenne Charlie retorted, his eyes flashing.
"Your ·advice is afl right, kid. Maybe I'll t.ake
"And I don't care for anything/' Jim added,
it, an; maybe I won't. But when you have got
the drop on me I'd be a fool ter do anything quickly.
"Cheyenne Charlie, yo·u•re a putty good 'man, so
else. I'm game, I am, but I know when I've got
I've heard," the sheepman exclaimed, bristling up
. Jest now I've got enough."
eno
The young deadshot coolly dropped his revolver a little. "We've had a little trouble in here, an' ·
Wild West has given me the biggest call
back into · the holster and Charlie and Jim did IYoung
ever had in my life. I'm satisfied, -an' I showed
the same.
how ready I was ter give in. That's all over.
"Give us another drink!" Handsome Hank But
if I kin git a square deal I'd jest liJ;:e ter
happened.
had
nothing
though
as
just
roared,
with you an' fig-ht it out."
outside
go
bang
a
with
bar
the
upon
He brought his fist
"You're jest my meat, then," Charrfe answerer!,
to emphasize what he said.
quickly. "I kin lick you in any kind of style
"You forgot ter pay me for the other round," you're a mind ter name It don't make no difMexican Joe said, looking at him sharply.
ference whether it's ·shootin', knifin', or a rouQ:h"Oh, did I? Well don't think I ain't got no an'-tumble fight. I'll wrastle you, too, if that
money. I'll pay yer."
will suit you better. I'm jest in the humor ter
"All right. Then you kin have some more."
limber myself up. Wow! Come on outside, you
"An' if I don't pay I s'pose I can't have no big, hulkin' coyote. If I don't wipe up the ground
•
n10re."
with yer inside of five minutes I'll never take
"That's it exactly. I don't do business that another chaw of tobacker."
way with stranger."
Out went the whole crowd, Charlie leading the
"Strangers, eh? Why, ain't we been here way. They were very noisy, too, and the girls,
seeing that something unusual was going on, at
afore, as far as I kin remember."
once started walking that way. When Anna saw
"I believe you have."
her husband step out in the middle of the street
"Didn't I always pay yer?"
"Yes, an' I mean that you always shall, too." and begin to roll up his sleeves she at once ran
"Well, here's your money. Take it out of that." forward.
He tossed a greasy ten-dollar bill upon the
"What are you going to do, Charlie?" she askbar, and after ex~ining it to satisfy himself it ed, and then she saw Handsome Hank rolling
was aU right, Joe gave him the change.
up his sleeves and acting as though he meant to
"Set 'em up ag'in for all hands!" the leader administer an awful beating to Charlie.
of the sheepmen cried, as he looked around with
"Take it easy, gal," the scout answered, pera sneering smile on our friends.
-suasively. "This big galoot thinks he kin lick
Wild knew what this me.ant. The rascally fel- me, an' I think he can't. You go on back, if
low was going to try to make them drink with you don't want ter see any blood spilled. I'm
him, so he could get out of the hole he was in. goin' ter land on his :nose at the first shot."
"Don't fight, Charlie," his· wife pleaded. "There .
But he,. for one, did not mean to accept. The
rE:st of the inmates of the room, however, includ- is no necessity for it, I know."
"Yes, there is, gal. Now go on back."
.
insr Hop Wah, crowded up to the little bar.
Reluctantly, Anna stepped back and joined
"Everybody have somethin', I said!" Handsome
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Arietta and Eloise, who had halted under a tree
a few yards away.
"Say when you're ready," Wild said, coolly,
as he nodded to the two who had now faced eaci.
other.
"I'm ready!" Hank called out, quickly.
"So am I," Charlie added.
"Then go it!"
.
The scout was no mean exponent of the manly
art, and whether it was luck or good judgment,
cannot be said, but he struck out hard with his
right the instant Wild told them to go it, and
the blow landed squarely upon Handsome Hank's
nQse. Then he stagg-ered, the claret flowing freely and, stumbling over something, he went
sprawling up,ori the ground.

CHAPTER UL-Buckhorn Ranch.
A shout went up from the natives of Short
Creek when they saw how easily Cheyenne Charlie landed a blow on the sheepman. The crowd
had been increasing ever s~e they came out of
the saloon, and there must have been easily
thirty on the scene now. Some of them were
women and children, too, but all knew Young
Wild West and his partners, and had seen and .
heard enough of the sheepmen to be opposed to
them. The f'ellow called Pete quickly ran to the
side of the fallen leader and, producing a handkerchief, wiped his bleeding nose.
"You're all right, Hank," he declared. "That
was only a chance blow. He hit you afore you
lmowed it. Git up an' give it to him. You kin
lick a corral full of sich men, an' I know it."
"I know it, too, Pete," was the reply. "He let
go at me afore the word was given, that's what."
"You know better than that," Charlie retorted,
as he dance<J about, his fists doubled up ready to
sail in the moment the man got upon his feet
again. "You had the same chance I did. But
I said I was goin' ter Hit you on the nose, an'
I done it. I'm satisfied now. The next time I'll
hit you any place I kin, an' it won't make no
difference where."
"Not below . the belt," cautioned one of the
sheep,men. "This is to be a fair stand-up fight."
"Well, I ain't goin' ter do any foulin', so don't
worry," Charlie retorted. "I ain't up to any
mean tricks like that."
Handsome Hank: took his time about getting
upon his feet. But no doubt this was to give
him a chance to recuperate, for the blow he had
received no doubt dazed him somewhat. When
he did get up he was ver1, active for a -big
man, and he managed to avoia the rush the scout
mlde for him. He swung wildly twice, too,- and
one of the blows came within an ace of catching
Charlie on the side of his head. If it had landed
no doubt he would have gone down. But it did
not land, as he said afterward, and taking a
warning from his narrow escape, he fought on•
the defensive for a couple of minutes.
The big sheepman struck so many times without landing that it was telling on him. He was
puffing like a porpoise before thev had been at
it three minutes. Charlie thought it was time
for him to act on the aggressive, and suddenly
he rushed in, striking hard with his left and

landing ur,,on the man's stomach. Hank doubled
a little and staggered back, but managed ·to
catch himself. However, the blow caused him
to drop his hands and, following' up his advantage, ·
Charlie lanc;led a blow right on his chin, which
sent him over, his feet flyin~ in the ajr;
"Is there any of you that wants ter take a
hand in this here game?" Charlie questioned, a,;'
he looked sharply at the four friends of the fallen
man. "I reckon I kin take, you all one at a
time. Maybe I might take two of you, I don't
know. But I'm willin' ter take you all, one after
the other. .Come on."
"Hold on a minute!" roared Handsome Hank.
"I reckon I'm not through with you yet. Don't
think you have knocked me out. I';m tougher than
a pdece of leather, an' you'll find it out afore
we're done."
All hands were surprised to see the man recover so quickly, for the two blows he had received were quite sufficient to knock an ordina1·y
man completely out.
"Look out for him, Charlie," Wild advised, in
a low tone of voice. "You have got a tough
proposition. A blow don't hurt him as much as
it does some men. Be careful that he don't land
on you, for if he does you'll certainly go down
good and hard."
·
.
"All right, Wild," was the retort, with a confident smile. "I don't care how tough he is. ; I
reckon if I land a couple of more blows in the
same place I'll 'finish him. That's what I'm goin'
tel' try ter do, too. He's putty near winded,
anyhow."
Handsome Hank went at it a little mor~utiously this time. He moved around slowly, and
kept ste·p ping aside every time the scout, advanced'
toward him. But he was gaining .a so1·t · of rest'
by these tactics, and Charlie quickly realiz.ed it.
He thought the best way to settle it was to rush
in and land on his face again. He made . a feint
and succeeded in drawing a lead from his opponent, and then he delivered a swinging right
squarely upon the sheepman's mouth. It was
enough to knock him down, but it only jarred
him, and uttering a crv of rage, he swung his
right and left at the scout.
But Charlie had ducked, and the blows went
over his head. However, as he was getting out
of the way, Handsome Hank made a swing and
caught him on the back of the head. The scout
went down on his face, but was not hurt a particle. The four sheepmen uttered a shout when
they saw this, for Charlie lay as though he was
dead. But it was only a clever trick, after all.
He was trying to get his breath, so he would be
fresh enough to finish the fight. He stayed
down so long that Wild and Jim began to grow
alarmed.
"What's the matter, CharUe ?" Jim called out.
"Nothin'," was the reply, and then .as quick as
· a flash the scout was .u pon his feet.
Handsome Hank had been swaggering about,
swinging his arms and acting very much as
though he had won a great victory. But when
Charlie appeared before him so suddenly again
he stepped back and got ready.
"Come on, you sneakin' coyote!" the scout exclaimed, as he made a rush for him.
However, he closed in, striking for the stomach
with his left and lantling neatly. As the sheeo-
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man staggered back from the force of the blow, buys have a good time. Tell them that we have
Charlie put all his strength in one right punch, come back to spend a few days at Buckhorn
an<l landed upon the man's chin. This time Hand- Ranch, and we want them to celebrate it."
"The same old Wild," Mexican Joe declared,
some Hank's head struck the ground first, and
"But say, ain't you goin' it a little too strong?
he lay there quivering like a stricken steer.
Casting a look at the man he had !mocked 'I'hat will set some of the bovs off. I'm afraid."
down, who still lav very quiet, Cheyenne Charlie
"Well, see to it that none of them drink too
took his wife's arm and walked over to where much liquor. I don't intend it for •that purpose,
Arietta and Eloise were standing. He had scarce- of course. But I know the habits of most of
ly 11:one when Handsome Hank struggled to a them, so there is no use in me tryjng to change
them !my. Is there any one around here sick
sittin11: posture.
"I've got enough!" he exclaimed, excitedly, as or in distress?"
':Not jest now, Wild. There's some greasers
he looked around for his opponent. "I thought I
was bill: enough to eat yer, but I found out I here who don't want ter work much. But you
know what they are. They kin always git a livin'
was mistaken. Don't hit me a11:'in."
A roar of laughter went up from the crowd, somehow."
and as the villain quickly recovered so he could
"All right. I am rtot in sympathy with any
fee that Chatlie was gone, he shook his head and one who won't work when he can get it to do.
then, rising to his feet, started for the saloon. Come on, Jim. Hop, I reckon you hav.e been
As the other sheepmen .starmd to follow him, here about long enough. We are going to leave
now."
Wild ran to them and said:
"Allee light," the Chinaman answered, cheer"Are you fellows satisfied?"
fully, and out he came.
"Yes," came' the reply.
Then they all walked over to where the girls
"All right, then. We'll consider the matter as
dropped. Now, then, so long as you don't inter- were waiting, and a couple of minutes later they
fere with me or mv friends again we certainly got their horses and mounted. When the Chinawcn 't bother with you. But take my advice and man had secured the two pack-horses which had
keep your sheep away from the cattle ranges in been grazing on the short grass under the trees,
this section. Grass isn't very plentiful just now, Young Wild West gave the word and the party
started away, paying no attention to any one.
and we need it all for the cattle."
One of them made some sort of sarcastic reOf course, the crowd ran out of the shanty to
mark to this, but just what he said could not 1dve them a send-off, the sheepmen coming with
be heard. But Wild did not pav any attention to them. But they did none of the hurrahing, for
it, anyhow. He was well satisfied with the they had taken a strong dislike to Young Wild
little excitement that had occurred, and was quite West and his friends. There was nothing strange
willing 'to l'et it go at that. Anyhow, he wanted in this, since it was simply one of the traits
to get over to Buckhorn Ranch to see how things of human nature. No doubt they considered that
looked.
they had been imposed upon, while the fact was
"Hoss," he said, calling to the ranch boss, "if that they were a set of rascals and deserved to
you're ready I reckon we'll ride on. We have had be driven out of the State. Hoss Thompson was
quite a little time here in Short Creek, and though in high glee, especially after they had left the
I can't say that it has done any of us a pile little village behind them. He started in to tell
all about how things were going at the ranch,
of good, I suppose it's all right, anyhow."
"I'm ready whenever you are, v\Tild," Hoss an- and finally got upon the subject of the sheepmen
swered, with a nod of his head. "To tell the again.
truth, I don't like this kind of business, anyhow.
"If they don't steer clear of Buckhorn after
I'm a peaceful sort of man, though when I'm what's just happened, they are fools," he declared,
put to the pinch I always try ter take my own after he had dwelt a considerable length of time
part. But I'd let the sheepmen pile it on me on the way they had been doing things, accordputty hard afore I'd do anything." .
ing to hearsay. "That feller they call Hand"Probably that's the best way. But I'm built some Hank is the leader of the gang. But they
on different lines. I never believe in letting any wasn't all with him, Wild. There's more than a
one pile it on me, especially if I feel pretty sure dozen of 'em altogether, an' they're mighty good
he's a rascal. But you're all l'ight, Hoss. Let it hands at managin' sheep, too."
"Well, it doesn't take a whole lot to manage a
go at that. Get your horse and we'll all be off.
But wait a minute. I reckon I had better treat herd of sheep. All you have to do is to keep them
going and let them stop everv time there's anyour old neighbors before I go."
The young deadshot always carried quite a sum thing to eat for them. They leave a reJlular
of money with him. His income was a great trail and it matters not if the grass is good or
deal largt)r · than what he needed for ordinary not. There isn't anything left but bare soil after
expenses, since he owned and was interested in they have gone over it. It takes them several
several gold and silver mines scattered about dif- days to cover a hundred miles, and when it is
ferent parts of the West. He drew a buckskin covered it is a trail that won't grow up in grass
bag from his trousers pocket and, opening it, or weeds again for a year to come."
"I know that, Wild. Grass isn't very good on
took out three gold-pieces.
"Hello, there, Joe!" he called out from the door the range jest now, an' we can't afford ter have
a lot of sheep cleanin' it up for us. The cattle
of the shanty. "Come here a minute."
"All right, Wild," was the quick reply, and is in putty good condition, an' I hope we have
the proprietor ceased waiting on his customers 'em in fine shape for the fall round-up: We'll
have a lot ter sell this time, an' they ought to
instantly and ran to the door.
"There's fifty dollars, Joe. Just see that the brine- in quite a pile of monev. There ain't heeu
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much goin' on in the way of excitement since
you've been gone, though I had some trouble
with a couple of cowboys. They was glad ter
quit after they found the rest of the bunch went
ag'in 'em. Thev were caught takin' things from
the bunk-house what didn't belong to 'em, an'
when they found out they couldn't git out of it
they was dad enou.e:h ter be paid off an' light
out. One of 'em went away with a horse 1.hat
wasn't paid for, but I thought it wasn't worth
while ter make a time about it. It was only nine
dollars what he owed."
"You did right in that, Hoss. There's no use
in making- a time over a mere nine dollars. I
suppose the fellow had attended to his work
pretty well before that."
"Well yes, there wasn't no fault to find about
him or the other one, either, in that line."
When they reached the ranch-house, which lay
in a litre grove of trees on the banks of the
Rio Grande, Hoss Thompson's wife came out,
fairly screaming with joy.
"Hello, Stella! How are you, anyhow?" the
young deadshot called out, as she ran forward
to greet the g-irls.
'':Fine!" was the reply. "But I can't talk to
you now, Wild."
She proved that she would not, too. for the next
ten minutes she did nothing but rattle away as
fast as her tongue could talk after she had kissed
and embraced the three girls. But finally she
tiwecl, and then she condescended to shake hands
with Wild and his parJ;ners.
"She ain't lost none of her· g-ab, has she, Wild?"
Hoss said, with a g-rin. "Stella always could
talk amazingly fast. Sometimes I think she talks
too much."
"Well, Hoss, as long as it don't hurt her any
there is no use of paying any attention to it."
Just then Stella happened to catch a irlimpse
of the two Chinamen, who were waiting for her
to greet them. At any other time they might
have gone on to one of the outbuilding-s to stow
away the camping outfit and supplies they had
with them. But they knew the woman pretty
well, and were willing to wait until she got ready
to notice them.
1
"Why, there's Hop and Wing! I most forgot
about 'em. They don't look a day older than they
did when they was here last. How have you been,
you two heathens?" ·
"Velly goodee, so be," 'Wing answered, smilingly, as she seized him by the hand.
"Well, I'll bet you have been putty good, anyhow. But how about you?" and she looked at
Hop, searchingly. "I'll bet you have been up to
all sorts of tricks an' made more trouble than
could be mended in a month."
"You allee samee velly - muchee mistakee, so
be, Missee Stella," Hop declared, putting on a
very innocent look. "Me velly gooclee Chinee.
Me :rlo makee tlouble, so be."
"Been filled up with tang-lefoot a hundred times
i,ince I've seen you, I s'pose," Thompson's wife declared, laughingly. "That's one of the greatest
failin's :you've got, Hop. You will drink. Now,
there's Hoss; I've got him so he don't take much
of the vile stuff any more. It's mighty funny
that people in these parts can't all settle down
an' jine the church. I've been wantin' Hoss ter
du it for a g-ood while, but somehow I can't seP.m
ter 11:it him at it. He says that if he jines the

church he hadn't oughter work Sundays, an'
there's no end of work ter be done on the ranch
that day, sometimes. Maybe I'll iine myself some
time, an' if I find it's all right it won't take me
long ter git him in line, too. He generally does
what I want him to."
"Lat light. Missee Stella. He do whattee you
wantee, so he havee no tlouble, so be. Misler
Hoss velly smartee Melican man."
"Smart, eh? Well, I reckon he does know
somethin' about runnin' a 1·anch. But as far as
bE'in' i:;mart is concerned, I never seen any of it
about him. He can't much more than write hi;;
own name, an' ter hear him read a paper ii.
enough ter make anrone sick. Only the ot.h1Jr
night he got hold of a paper from El Paso. There
was somethin' in it about an ingine runnin' off
a railroad track an' knockin' the end off a shanty.
The way he read it sounded as thouirh the shanty
had upset an' knocked the ingine off the track.
Leastwise, that's the way I took it, 'cause ther"!
ain't no head nor tail about his readin'. If I
had been his mother I would have sartinly seen
ter it that he got a better schoolin' than what
he did."
"How about your Rchoolin', Stella?" Hoss asked, rather timidly.
"I never had any. But it wasn't my fault,
'cause mv mother died when I was about three
years old."
Then she looked at him defiantly, and taking
the two Chinamen by the arms, led them around
to the back of the house.
"Buttermilk to-day, heathens," she said, with a
:,mile. "I reckon you want some. I'm goin' ter
give you the first taste of it, too."
''Me no likee buttermilk," Hop declared, shaking his head and trying to move away.
"I knowed vou didn't. That's why I asked yer.
How about a little tanglefoot?"
"Lat allee light, Missee Stella."
"Well, y~u don't git any."
Then she broke into a laugh, and left the two
standing there. But it was not long before she was
treating the rest in what might be called a royal
fashion, and Hop and Wing went aroµnd to the
front of the house and started to attend to · their
regular duties.
CHAPTER IV.-The Camp of the Sheepmen.
The five sheep herders were much relieved when
they saw Young Wild West and his friends leave
Short Creek. But they behaved themselves quite
decently for an hour, though they filled up pretty
well on the spirits Mexican Joe had for sale.
All of them seemed to be well provided with
money, and so long as he got paid for what he
turned out to them the proprietor of the saloon
seemed to be satisfied. Handsome Hank was
anything but handsome now, for his face had been
pretty well battered bv Cheyenne Charlie's fists.
But he did not seem to mind it m the least, and
never once did he bring up the subject during nis
stay at the village.
It was well along toward night when the sheepmen were ready to ride away. Two o-r three
times they had been asked where they were located, but each time an evasive reply was given.
As there was plenty of land that no one claimed
lying in that ection, there was nothine- strane-e
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about them driving their -sheep over it. But
when they encroached upon. the cattle ranges
that were owned by ranchmen it was a different
thing. They stocked up with plenty of whisky,
and bought a good supply of provisions at the
store, and then rode away. Once they were out
of hearing of any one but themselves, Handsome
Hank clenched his fist and turning to his followers, exclaimed :
"It's been a mighty hard job for me ter hold
back my temper, boys. It was an awful thing
that happened ter me this afternoon, an' I don't
s'pose I'll ever git over it. quite."
"I wouldn't worry about it any if I was you,"
the man called Pete answered, shaking his head.
"It ain't no disgrace to be called by Young Wild
West, I s'pose."
"Well, maybe that ain't so bad . But to be
whip,ped like I was by that galoot of a Cheyenne
Charlie, that's what makes me mad. Jest look
at my face! I've got a bii bump on mv chin,
an' my nose feels as though it's stopped up entirely. I'll bet it's flat as a tin plate, ain't it?"
"Putty flat," Peter admitted, with just the
vestige of a grin showing on his face. "It's all
black an' blue, too, an' your mustache is all clotted up with blood. Couldn't · you wash it · out
good?"
.
"I did wash it out, but it kept on bleedin' so
I let it go. But never mind. If I don't git square
with Cheyenne Charlie afore we get away from
these parts I'll never be called Handsome Hank
ag'in. Let's 1tit on to the camp. I s'pose the
boys is waitin' ter git hold of some ·of this liquid
refreshment we've got. Don't none of yer bu'st
the bags of flour, 'cause that's what we need
the most. The baco won't go bad, either.''
"And the coffee an su1tar won't, that's sartin,"
one of the others spoke up, as he patted the big
bundle he had tied to the b:,i.ck of qis saddle.
- h
d t B kh
They ro d e al ong th e trai1 t at 1e O uc orn
~Ranch for about two miles, and then turned off
to the left and proceeded over a level stretch
where the grass was very thin a nd little in th e
way of any other vegetation was growing. But
something like two miles further on there was a
patch of cottonwoods and a shallow stream which,
like the village, ·was called Short Creek ' an d
flowed on in snake-like fashion to th e Rio Grand e.
It happened that no one laid claim to this particular section. There might have been th ree or
four dozen acres stretching out from it to th e
north, or probablv less. But, · anyhow, th is was
the spot the sheepmen had located upon.
They had been there for nearly a week now,
coming on down every two days, and now they
were very close to the ran1te belonginJt to ".: oung;
Wild West. The sun was pretty well in the west
when the five men reached their camp. They
saw the smoke from a fire lonl!' before they got
to it, and when they rode up they were 1treeted
by two.- very rough-looking ,fellows who seemed
to be in a rather bad humor.
"Took you fellers a mightv long time ter 1to·
over to the town, didn't it?" one of them said,
in a surly way.
"That's all right, Johnson. You ain't mad about
it, are you?" Handsome Hank answered, sharply.
"No, I ain't mad about it, but a little put out,
that's all. But say, what's the matter with
your face, Hank?"
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"Oh, nothin' much . Got kicked by a horse,
that's ail."
"Thunder! You don't say! Come mighty near
knocki,n' you head off, didn't he? What did you
do, shoot the animal?"
"No, I didn't shoot him," and Hank s'TI' 1 'ld :in
spite of himself. "But, Johnson, I was !yin.' ter
yer when I said I was kicked by a horse. It
wasn't a horse."
'
·
"What was it, then, a mule?"
"No, it was a man, an' he didn't kick me, either.
He swatted me a few times with his fists."
"Jumpin' prairie dogs! You don't mean ter ,:av
that you had a fight with somebody an' got a face
on you like that, do yer?"
·
"That's jest what I do. It was a fair an'
square fight, too. The feller I was fightin' with
knowed more about the game.than I·did, too. But
when I tell yer that it was one of Young Wild
West's pards what fixed me up in this shape maybe you'll understand me a little better."
·
"One of Young Wild West's pards ?" Johnson
asked, opening wide his eyes. "You don't mean
ter say that that kid is anyWhere around here,
do you?"
"Well, yoa ought to know that it ain't nothin'
strange that thev should be around here. Didn't
you hear yisterday that Buckhorn Ranch was
owned by Young Wild West?"
"Yes, we all heard that. But it was said that
it was mighty seldom they got around this way!'
"Well, they're here now. They've 1tone over· t-0
Buckhorn Ranch, an' I s'pose there will be no
end of trouble now. You know I said we was Jt0in' ter cut across the cattle ran1te that lays
three miles to the left of here, an' then keep 011
to the ·next one an' then turn an' go back along
the river till we got to Short Creek. We'll
ti~rn a little to the right there an' then go on
along the river ag'in. What do we care how
many cattle ranges we cross so long as y;e git
the sheep ter El Paso all ri,..,.ht ?. There ~1·n•t 110
"'
=
law as kin st0 P us from drivin'. We kin drive
all the sheep we want ter, an' if we don't want
ter make 'em go too fast, that's our business.
We can't help what they eat on the way."
"That's right, Hank. I agree with you on all
you say. But tell me about this here fight you
had. How about Youn1t Wild · West, anyhow?"
"It wasn't Young Wild West as licked me. He's
only a ,boy."
"But he could have done it jest about as good
as the other feller, though, couldn't he?" ,
"Well, from all accounts he kin lick about ten
men at one time. I believe he offered te:r take
the rest of the boys out an' clean 'em up after
I 1tot my medicine."
Instead of bein1t displeased by the remarks that
were. passed about his battered face, Handsome
Hank joked about it and related all about the
fight and how it had started.
.
"But," he added, and a glitter shone in his eyes,
"don't think that I'm 1toin' ter take this thing so
very easy. There's goin' ter be some fun here
afore we 1tit away an' when I git a chance I'm
goin' ter git square with Cheyenne Charlie. I
don't want ter bother with Young Wild West ver~
much, but if he gits pressin' me too hard I'll put
an end to him, an' then there won't be no thin'
more told about the darin' things tht: kid is
doin'.''
"Better let him alone, Hank." and Johnson ,
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shook r· s head. "Maybe it would be ·iest a s w P.11
for us t,, t urn here an' steer clear of the river.
We wnn't have to cross many rang-es then, an'
there 01,vl1ter he puttv g-ood fodder all the way
for t re sheep.''
"We're g-oin' ter do jest as I planned to do.
But where's tre rest of the g-ang, out roundin'
un the strays, I s'po~e ?"
"Ye~. the oth~rs is lookin' after the;r bus he~s.
About a hund1·erl an' fifty of the blam~d sh ep
took a notion ter start off toward the timber
over the:i:e. 'T'hev mu st be five miles away now.
But vou knew that afore vou started for Short
Creek."
·
"Yes, I knowed it . hut I thought they would
come around all riirht.''
"Well. they didn't."
"Somebody git supper readv. Whose turn is it
to he cook to-day, anyhow?"
"Mine," said the man who had been waiting
tr.ere with Johnson. "I thought you knowed that
Hank."
"Well. I did know it, but I forg-'ot it."
"All rig-ht. Let's see what you have got, an•
I'll mig-htv soon g-et things fixed up. Baked
dough-balls, fried bacon an' plenty of eg-!!s what
we got from that ranch the day afore yisterday.
Oh, we're livin' hig-h. all rig-ht!"
On both sides of the creek the sheep could be
seen. Some of them were resting contentedly,
but the most were biting- away at the grass, roots
and all. There must have been as many as a
thousand of them altogether. though they were
scattered about for quite a little distat1c'!. When
it is ta'<en into consideration that thirteen men
were mana!!iPg- so many animals it can be rearlilv
understood that it was no easy task they had.
Still, if they knew their business it was all ri!,ht,
after all.
By the time the suope> r was ready six more
men appeared, and with them came half a dozen
dogs that were used to help drive the sheep. The
newcomers were very much pleased when they
found that whisky had beet1 broug-ht over from
the town. Thev all had a drink . and th en listened
to the story about Hf!nk's battered face. Not
one of them seemed to think that Johnson's advice ought to be taken as to the way they should
turn. All were bent upon making- a swath on
at least three cattle rang-es and then follow the
river to Sh-0rt Cree~.
"If this here Young- Wild West comes out here
with his p.a rds an' a lot of cowboys an' makes
trouble for us, we'll show 'em that we've got as
muclt right ter feed our sheep on g-overnment
land as they have ter run their cattle there,"
one of them declared. "Je,st 'cause some one laid
claim to a big- piece of land here an' some one
else brought it from him, an' then it come on down
till Young- Wild West g-its hold of it, don't say
that he's g-ot any more right to the land than
we have. This country was made for everybody,
an' what's the difference if it's sheep or cattle
what eats the g-rass?"
"No difference," came the reply from all but
Johnson, who seemed to be a little better educated than the rest.
But they all ate their supper, and the leader
seemed to be in a better humor when he lighted
;his pip and took a seat under one of the trees.
"Better feed them dog-s, Razor," he called out
t(! the man who had acted as cook. "They can't
0

go hung-ry, an' I'm sartin a f ew bits of bncon
rind an' dough-balls won't fill 'Pm un."
"Well, I'll fix 'em up nutty soon. I've g-ot ter
kill a lamb, anyhow," was the reply.
"All right. We've g-ot ter eat. an' so hi;i,s the
dog-s. Lamb chops for breakfast."
Razor le,ft the camp a little later, taking w; t:-i
him a rifle. The dogs followed him,. for th~v
seemed to know what he was going to ·cto. It
was not long- be,fore the r eport of a rifle sout1ded,
and twenty minu tes later the man came back,
carrying- with him the portions of the Jamb he
intended to use as food for the party. The dogs
/!Ot the rest, and no doubt they were well satisfied with it.
But this was a common occurrence with the
sheeomen, No"· and then thev had to kill some
of the sheep. But whenever they wante,f to ~at
~nything soecial thev would slay a lamb. The
dogs were so well trained to their business that
the,y would not hurt one of the sheep even if it
fell wound ed . But when one wa::; killed and clresi<ed they wonld take what was left of it, as a mat •
ter of course.

CHAPTER V.-Ot1r Friends Go to the Camp of
the Sheepmen.
·
Stella had supoer ready nromptly at six o'clock.
She alwan; took g-reat delight in preparing- n
meal for Young- Wild West and his friends. and
a s it haPnf' ne rl that she had everything- on hand
to go right ahead with it, she was not dela:vecl
one bit. Wild had talked with a few of the c, wboys at the bunkhouse and had 1?leanerl enou~h
from them to f eel certain that Hoss Thomnson
h:.d not exa !!g-era ted one bit in what he said abou t
the sheepmen.
" Boys." he said to his partners a s the y wal!<ed
away from the supper-table, "I'm afraid the1·e
will be Jots of trouble with those fellows. It will
make it all the worise now, since we met some
·of them at Short Creek this afternoon. They wiil
be looking for revenge because of what happened
there, that's sure. Suppose we take a ride over
to their ramp. From what one of the boy. told
me it isn't more than six miles from here, and
pretty close to our range. The camp is in a
bunch of cottonwoods right on the bank of the
creek."
"That would suit me fine, Wild . Jest say the
word arr' I'll git my horse in a jiffy," Cheyenne
Charlie answered.
" And you can bet I'm willing to go, Wild!"
Jim Dart added.
"All right, then. We'll sit on the porch with
• the g-irls for a while, and then we'll set out,
taking about time enoug-h to get over there before
it gets dark. I don't know as we'll ride right to
their camp unless something turns up. But we
can take a look around, anyhow. If they see us
I suppose they'll come out to meet us."
"They sartinly will," the scout declared. "'.\l{ avbe they'll want ter know what we're lookin'
around for."
"If they do I won't say anything to anzer
them, that's certain.''
"That's the best way, Wild," Jim declared,
shaking- his head. "If the sheep haven't been
on the range yet there is no need of sayinganvthlnl? to them.''
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"I reckon I said enough to them this afternoon,
anyhow," the young deadshot said, with a smile.
Hoss brought out a box of good cigars, and as
thev sat on the porch our hero and his partners
had a smoke, all the while chatting with Stella
and the girls. There was work to •do in the
kitchen, but the girls insisted on Stella remaining with them a while, so she reluctantly consented. It was not long- before Cheyenne Charlie broutrht up the subject of ridinir out to have
a look at the sheepmen, and then the girls knew
right away that he was itching to get into a
scrimmage of some sort.
.
"What do you want to bother with them for .
Charlie'?" his wife asked, uneasily. "Don't you
think you had enough of it this afternoon'?"
"Oh, we ain't iroin' over there for anythin_g- like
that, gal. Wild jest wants ter see how close
the camp is to the land what belongs to Buckhorn Ranch."
·
"Is that all, Wild'?" and Ann.a looked at our
bero, questioningly.
"Yes, that's all," the boy retorted, quickly. "We
are not going to start any rumpus or anything
of the sort. I want to find out about how soon
tbey will have the sheep on us, if thev keep on
coming the way they have been. Then we'll be
ready for them when they come."
"Let's go now, Wild," Charlie said, eagerly.
"It will be putty near dark by the time we g-it
there, anyhow."
"Well, I suppose we may as well. It will be
better to have a look around in the daylight, anyhow. Girls, we'll be back in · about two hours
at the most, so go ahead and enjoy yourselves.
Probably you can get Mike, the -peon, to - p,l ay
o:n his guitar for you, and possibly Hop. might
assist him in iving a little entertainment."
"Misler Wild," piped a voice from the corner of
the house, "me wantee go with you, so be. Me
wantee see um sheep."
·
"You want to go with us, do you'? What for'?"
and the boy looked at him curiously.
"Me likee see um sheep."
"Never saw sheep before, I sup-pose."
"Me :;iee plenty, so be, but me wantee see
whattee um sheepmen wantee do."
"Well, I don't know as there are any objections, so you can go, Hop, if Charlie and Jim
· don't care."
"I ce tainlv don't care," Dart declared.
"An' it makes no difference ter me whether
he goes or stays. One thing is sartin, if he iroes
•with us he won't be up to any mischief," Charlie
said, with a shrug of his shoulders.
The dever Chinee at once started for the pen
where the horses had been -placed. Wild and his
partners followe·d him, and it was not long before
the horses had been caught and saddled. Then
they all mounted and struck out over the cattle
range, leaving Hoss and his wife to entertain the
girls. They did not ask the ranch boss to go with
them, for they knew he was a little backward if
trouble started, and they thought it best for him
to remain at home since there was no telling just
what might ha-ppen. Our friends had been at
Buckhorn Ranch many times, of ,course, and from
the information Wild had received from one of
the cowboys he knew exactly where to go to look
for the camp of the sheep herders. O:ver the level
stretch of prairie the four rode, Hop bringing up
the rear, but seeming to be perfectly contented.
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Occasionally Cheyenne Charlie would look behind
to see where he was, and each time he caught
him feeling in his pockets or looking at something
he had in his hand.
"Great gimlets!" the scout exclaimed, as he saw
this for about the fourth time, and rode up to the
side of our hero. "Wild, I'll bet the heathen is up
to some kind of a trick. He's foolin' with fi.r ecrackers or somethin'."
"Well, I hardly think he will get a chance to
play any trick on the sheepmen, unless it happens that they come to us, for I have made up
my mind not to go to their camp unless we receive a special invitation to do so."
"That's what he wanted ter come out here for,
you kin bet. He's up to somethin'. He thinks he
kin set off a firecracker an' start the sheep runnin ', or somethin' like ·that."
"Well, I won't let him do it, for so long as the
sheep are not on our property they should be let
alone."
.
"Yes, I s'pose that's right."
"Of course it's right," ·declared Jim.
They rode on at an easy canter, and the six
miles were soon covered. Already they had come
in sight of the creek, which still glinted from the
rays of the declining sun, which was all but
down. The bunch of cottonwoods where the camp
was located lay about half a mile to the north,
and when they saw smoke rising they knew just
where the camn was. It happened that the sheep
,were at the other side of a ridire, so they nad
not seen them as yet. But when they turned in
that direction and reached the top of the ridi?e
they could see them plainly, and they could not
help being surprised at the great number. Wild
called a halt ·as they reached the hollow at the
foot of the ridg-e, for he thought they had 'Seen
about enough. But .iust then he caught sight of
two horsemen coming over from the direction of
the village.
. "What do you think of that, boys'?" he said,
pointing them out. "If I am not mistaken one of
those fellows is Doctor Jumper, the patent-medicine man."
"As sure as you're born it is, Wild!" the scout
exclaimed, "and the other is a greaser."
"What are they going to the camp of the sheepmen for, I wonder?" Jim Dart observed, shaking
his head.
,
,
"Probably the doctor thinks he can sell them
some medicine," Young Wild West answered, with
a laugh. "That fellow is a mighty cute one, and
no mistake. The chances are that his medicine
doesn't amount to much. But his tongue is glib
enough to make him sell it. I suppose he might
be ~le to get rid of quite a little of the stuff
among the sheepmen, if it happens that they have
ailments, whether they ] ave or not."
"Velly funny pills um doctor havee, so be,"
Hop observed, with a chuckle.
"You didn't fool him so much, after all, heathen," the ,cout said. "Them little Pharaoh Ser-pent Eggs of yours is all right, but I reckon that
doctor feller has seen 'em afore."
"He velly smartee Melican ·m an, so be."
"Yes, I reckon he is. Maybe he's jest as smart
as yo
re."
"
o care. My velly smartee Chinee. Me
likee martee Melican man-!'
The four sat in the saddle, hoping· that the
doctor and the greaser would go right on to the
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camp in the cottonwoods. But before they ;;;ot
"All right. Any time. We'll give you all vou
there they discovered our friends, and they want to eat and drink there, even if we don't
pz:Omptly turned and rode that way.
buy much of your medicine."
"Most likely the doctor thinks he will sell us
"Oh, I know some of your coyboys will bu·.·
somethin'. It ain't likely he knows who we are," of me. Just wait till I tell them what the mediCharlie said, with a grin. "He couldn't tell us cine will _do. Why, they could not resist buying
tr.at far, that's sartin."
it then."
"We may as well ride to meet them, then," our
Just then one of the sheepmen appeared from
hero said. "I suppose we'll have to go to the the cottonwood grove, on horseback. He rode uo
camp with them, too, for thev will want us to, ti) the party, which remained at a halt until he
no doubt. I hope Handsome Hank won't get ,cot there and then, after looking curiouslv at
angry about it and start a row. If he does we'll YC>ung Wild West and his partners and the clever
. have to put up with it a whole lot and ride back." Chinee, he turned to the doctor and said :
"That would be a funny way to do, Wild," the
"Are you the patent-medicine man?"
scout declared, seriously.
"Yes, sir, I am Doctor Jumper, the traveling"That's all right, Charlie. But it might look dealer in patent medicines," was the stiff reply.
"All rig-ht, t-hen. Some of the boys was exc
as though we came out here for the purpose of
making trouble, you know."
pectin' you to come over. But did you git these
"I don't care if we did come for that. I'm people ter come with you, too?"
"No, I simply brought my Mexican frjend with
jest itchin' ter have a good old-fashioned scrimmage with them sheepmen."
me to show me the way and ride back with me in
"Probably you'll get the chance later on, but the dark. We met Young \v ild West by accident."
not to-night, that's certain."
"Oh!"
They were not long in meeting- Doctor Jumoer
and the grea:,er. The doctor's face was beaming
"My friend." said Wild, quickly, nodding to the
with delight, for he had recognized them now, sheepman, "don't be a bit alarmed. We didn't
and as they rode up he shook his head, gravely; come over here to m.ike any trouble. Since the
. doctor has invited us to come to vour camp wit!i.
and called out:
"Good-evening, Young Wild West! Good-even- him, I suppose we may as well do it. But don't
ing, gentlemen! I am a little surprised to meet think for a moment that we are h~re for any puryou away out here. Going to the camp of the pose other than mere curiosity."
"I don't know what you mean by that," the
sheepmen ?"
"We hardly intended to go there, doctor," our fellow retorted, shaking his head. "But I'll ride
hero answered. "We thought we would ride out b2.ck an' ask Handsome Hank if it's all right for
this wav and see about where they were located. you to come."
"You needn't bother your leader at all. We'll
They have an awful Jot of sheep with them, you
know, and if they should happen to start acros<; come right along with you," and the boy promptour range and give the sheep a chance to eat all ly st:trted his horse forward and rode away
they want to there won't be much grass left for straight for the cottonwoods.
The rest came on, the sheepman riding with
the cattle."
them. As Wild rode close along the
of the
"Your range, eh? Do you own a ranch here ·?" creek and came to the camp he foundedg-e
the sheep
"I thought Hoss Thompson told you all about herders on their feet to a man. They acted
very
that, doctor?"
much as though thev expected to
attacked,
"Oh, yes, I believe he did. Buckhorn Ranch, but when the boy coolly reined in thebesorrel
stalthat's it. I mean to pay a visit there before I go lion and waved his hand to them they showed
away from here. No doubt many of the cowboys
signs of heing relieved.
there are afflicted with different ailments. I have
"Don't be at all alarmed, HandRome Hank,"
medicine that cures every known ill, you know."
Wild said, as he dismounted. "We took a ride
"Yes, I know all about that. You certainly out on the range and thought we might as well
must be a wonderful man, Doctor Jumper."
come over this way. When we met Doctor Jum"Well, I don't get a swelled head over it if. I per and he told us he was coming here t3 dispose
am," and the doctor tried to look very modest of some of his patent medicine, we decided to
when he said it.
come with him. It's all right, I suppose?"
"But what are you doing here, anyhow?" Wild
"I don't know as there's anything wrong about
asked, as he looked at the greaser. "Brought a i:. You have got as much right ter come here
man along for a sort of bodyguard, I see."
as anybody else.'' one of the gang answered.
"Yes, this fellow offered to ride over with me
"Certainly. But you have a regular army of
and back for two dollars. I promised some of the sheep, I see."
men who have the sheep that I would come over
"A putty fine herd, an' when we git 'em tb El
and bring some pills. If I can sell ten boxes I'll Paso they'll sartinly turn us in a pile of money."
be something ahead, you know, for they are a
''Yes, no doubt of it."
,
dollar a box. I have half a dozen bottles of my
The doctor now dismounted and started in to
celebrated fever annihilator, too. This retails g-ive a sort of lecture on the merits of the differat two dollars a bottle, and it is worth ten of ent kinds of medicines he dealt in. He talked
any man's money, considering what it will do. away just as though he had an audience of a
Perhaps I can sell you a bottle."
hundred or more, and when he had proceeded for
"Not now, doctor," the boy answered, laughing- a couple of minutes every one was attentive. No
ly. "Come over to Buckhorn Ranch some time doubt he had given that little 'Speech many times
and we'll talk it over."
before, and had it down by heart. But there was
""I certainlv will come over. Perhaps to-mor- something- verv convincing about it, and as he
row or the next day."
held up the different samples of the medicine he
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actually made some of the sheepmen feel that
CHAPTER VI.-The Sheep Are Driven upon the
they were really ill.
Cattle Rang~.
·
"I only have a few boxes of my celebrated pills ·
with me," he said, in conclusion. "All those who
Young Wild West, with his partners and the
want them had better speak right away."
Chinaman, rode along ouite some distance with
It was astonishing to see bow quickly the igno- Doctor Jumper and the greaser, because it was
rant fellows took the bait. In less than ten mtn- right on their way. When they parted with them
utes the ten boxes of pills he had broug-ht with the doctor assured them th.at he would pay a visit
him had been disposed of and he had the money in to Buck'horn Ranch some time during the followhis pocket. Then he produced the half doze_n bot- ing clay.
tles of medicine, .and sold three of them m ten
"That's all right, doctor," the young deadshot
minutes more. But that was as far as he could said, pleasantly. "It matters not whether we
go. While all this was n-oing on our friends had happen to be there or not. I have an idea that
taken seats on a fallen tree, close to the creek and we wilt be quite busy to-morrow."
not far distant from the camp-fire, which was
"Busy, eh? Why, do you mean to do any work
still burning. They h.ad made friends with the while you are stopping at the ranch ? " came the
dogs right away, and the animals now squa~ted on query.
the ground close to them. Cheyenne Charlie was
"We didn't come here for that purpose. But I
keeping a watch on Handsome Hank, of course, reckon you have seen and heard enough to underbut the leader did not seem to pay any m~re stancl pretty well what sort of work it will be
attention to him than he did to .any one else. F_m- we will have to do."
ally, when the doctor had come to. the conclus10n
"You mean the sheepmen ?"
that it was useless to try and se\l any more,
"Exactly. You heard what their leader said
Handsome Hank came over and sat down before to-night, I suppose."
our friends.
"Yes, he seems to think that the many acres of
"Well, Young Wild West," he said, "I s'pose you land around here belong to any one who chooses
come here ter tell us ter keep off the range over to make use of thein. I heard him say that sheep
had as much right to eat grass as cattle. I take
there with our sheep."
"No I didn't come here for that purpose at all, it from that remark that he proposes to run his
Hank ;, the boy answered. coolly. "l doubt if we sheep over on your range."
"That's exactly what they intend to do, doctor.
would have come to your cam]) at all if it ha~
not been for Doctor Jumper. Anyhow, I wont They will do it to-morrow, too. The fact is that
have to tell you anything like that. You ~ow they have got a grudge against us, anyhow, and
ac; well as I do that the sheepmen would rum a instead of keeping away to avoid trouble they
big part of the range if you let them go across will rush right into it. I am · confident that we
will find the whole herd of sheep nibbling away
it . and give them a chance to graze."
"Ain't sheep got as much right ter eat as at everything they find to eat on our range before
st.ins.et to-morrow."
steers an' cows an' calves?"
"And if you find such to be the case, what
"Oh yes, I don't doubt that in the least. But
their ~wners have no right to take them on some then?"
"There'll be a scrimmage with the sheepmcn,
one else's land to do the eating."
that's all," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up.
"Oh, you think that, eh?"
"You talk as though you will take delight in
"Yes · that's the way I think."
such a thing," Doctor Jumper said, looking at
"Do you own that land over. the~e ?" and Ha~k the scout curiously.
thre}'I' his hand out in the direction of the big
"Take delight in it! You bet I will! I ain't
cattle range.
never happier than when I'm in some kind of a
fight with sich measly coyotes as that gang is."
"Yes."
"Got a deed for it?"
"A peculiar man, I should say," -and the doctor
"I certainly have."
shook his head as he turned to Wild.
.
"Are you twenty-one?"
"Charlie is rather peculiar -in some ways," was
"Not quite yet."
the admission. "Still, he's got a real heart, I
,,
"How kin you have a deed, then?
reckon, and he knows what's right and what's
"Don't you know how the law fixes such wrong. If those fellows are looking for trouble
they will find it. That's a natural consequence.
things?"
"I know that any one what ain't twenty-one I reckon they will get more than they want before they get through with us. But, of course, I
can't own property."
"Why not. if there is a iruardian appointed to don't mean to hurt any of them."
"I hope you don't. I know this is a pretty wild
hold it for him?"
part of the country, and shooting a man isn't
"You have got a guardian, then? "
much thought of, especially if there is any way to
"I reckon I have." ·
put it down as being in self-defense. If the sheep"Who is it?"
men should run their herd on
property and
The man who gave you the thrashing this af- you should order them off r nd your
they refuse to go,
ternoon at Short Creek."
there would be a fight, most likely."
"Oh!" and Handsome Hank frowned, making his
"Something like that, I reckon," observed Cheybattered face look more repulsive than ever.
enne Charlie, with a shrug of the shoulders. "I
Wild sug-gested that they ride back to the counted up thirteen in that bunch, an' there's
r.anch. Doctor Jumper was ready to go, too, so a only three of us. That will be enou_g-h ter take
few minutes later they all left the cam1>, th~ care of things, you kin bet."
"My!" exclaimed Dr. Jumper. lookin2" at the
eheepmen not offering to interfere in any way.
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speaker in astonishment. "You don'G mean to
tell me that three of you would dare to oppose
thirteen such rough-and-ready fellows as the:v
seem to be?"
·
''That's just w~at I mean to say, doctor."
' "I shouldn't advise you to do it. If. I were you
I would get together all the cowboys I could before attempting to drive them away."
"All right, doctor," Young Wild West said, with
a lai.:gh. "I can easily see that you are not used
to the ways of the West and Sou'thwest. Probably you never heard mireh of us fellows, either."
"No, I can't say I did. I never heard your name
until I arrived at Short Creek."
.
"Never mind, then. One thing I am sure of is
that you never heard anything bad about us, unless some one was lying when it was told." '
"No, I never heard a bad word said about you.
Well, I'll take a ride over to-morrow, anyhow,
and I'll bring along enough of my patent medi•
cine to make it pay me. The chances are I'll meet
some of your cowboys and dispose of it. They
might want some at the house, too, you know.
There is nothing like being supplied with good,
reliable medicines. I sell about every kind. What
I handle is of the very best and guaranteed to do
as it is represented."
"Your ;medicine is sartinly all right, I reckon,"
the scout said, with a chuckle. "I'll bet one dose
of it would cure a man when he ain't sick."
"You are a peculiar man, I'm sure," the doctor
said, with a smile. "But don't you know that
business is business ? I can make some people
believe they are ill whe-9- there is nothing the
matter with them at all. The medicine always
works in such cases. But that's all in my busiriess."
"All right, then. I might buy a box of pills
to-morrow myself, jest ter help you along. You
have got enough cheek ter git along in the world,
whether your medicine is any good or not."
"Thank you. I shall hold you to your word.
Mind now, I e:is,pect to sell you a box of pills, and
possibly a bottle or two of the other medicine I
handle."
Then our friends bade him good night, and
turning to the left, headed toward the ranch.
They arrived there in a little over two hours
from the time they left and found the girls waiting anxiously for them.
1
"How did you make out, Wild?" Arietta asked,
as she ran down from the porch to meet her dashing young lover.
"Fine, Et," was the reply. "We had quite a
little time of it over there."
"Was there any trouble?"
"Not a bit. We met Doctor Jumper just as he
was nearing the camp and went there with him.
He sold out all the medicine he brought with him
to the sheepmen. Eve1·ything was all right."
"I'm glad to hear that. I thought perhaps you
would get into a fight."
''Well, that's to come later on, Et. I am well
satisfied that the rascals mean to run over on
our range before to-morrow i.ip-ht. They will
drive all the sheep there, too, and then there will
be trouble."
"Well, it can't be heloed," and the girl shook
her head and changed the subject.
Hoss Thompson and his wife wanted to know
what Hop had done, so the Chinaman, after he

had put his horse away, related everything in detail.
A cry now appeared to come from somewhere
back of the house, and sounded rather faint. Hop
started to run in that direction riJ;('ht away, and
Hoss and his wife quickly sprang to their feet
and followed. But the rest remained where they
were and broke into a laugh.
"Fooled, by jingo!" Thompson exclaimed, as he
stoppecl suddenly and saw them laughing. "Heathen, I reckon you're entitled to a drop of tang-lefoot. I thought sure it was Wing."
"Allee light, Misler Hoss. You velly nicee
Melican man. Me likee yo~ velly muchee."
Then Thompson took him in the house and the
two remained there so .long- that Stella went in
to see what was going on. She found her husband
just as he was about to take a second drink himself, and promptly knocked the glass from his
hand.
"I reckon you ain't goin' ter do nothin' like
that, Hoss," she said, sternly. "You had more
than was good for you this afternoon. Now you
jest let that stuff alone or I'll take it out an'
dump it into the hog-trough."
"Don't do that, Stella," he said, almost pleadingly. "Hogs don't drink whisky, an' never
would."
"Men is worse than hogs, then," she declared.
"Maybe they are in some cases," he admitted.
As she turned away, leading Hoss from the
little room where she had caught him, Hop followed them, taking the demijohn with him and
holding it so it could not be seen. He managed
to get out of the house with it, and Hoss was unaware. of the theft. Our friends remained up
rather late that night, for there was so much to .
talk about that they forgot about theii· need of
sleep. But when · thev did retire it was to sleep
soundly. They were uu at the usual time 1n· the
morning, however, for no matter how late they
retired Young Wild West had a rule of getting up
at a certain hour, which was shortly after daybreak at the latest. He had lo,ng ago found that
the early .morning is the best part of the day,
especially when the weather is clear. Wild and
Jim took a walk over to the bunk-house before
breakfast, and when they found that eight of the
cowboys had come m during the early part of
the night and were just beginning to stir ii.bout
they went in and shook hands with them, for they
knew nearlv all of them.
Of course, old hands were leaving occasi_onally
and new ones being taken on, but for the last
year or two Hoss Thompson had been pretty
lucky in getting .hold of good, reliable fellows to
work on the cattle range.
"Boys," said our hero, after they had chatted
for a few minutes, "I reckon there is going to
be a little trouble out on the range before night.
The sheepmen will come over on our land, I think.
I saw them last night, and their leader made no
bones about telling me that he thought the grass
was made for sheep to eat as well as cattle. He
didn't say outright that he intended to run across
the range, but I am confident he means to do it.
I may need some of you to help in driving them
away. I'll let you know about noon, for by that
time I'll be able to tell whether they mean to do
it or not."
'Let 'em come. We've been expectin' it for
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three or four days," one of the men declared. "I we're a ·1v ~ y, Ii we're a little late in gittin' back
reckon we ain't afraid of that gang, an' they you ,tals will have ter jump in an' help with the
ain't goin' ter clean up the grass on the range, dinner.
I've ordered Mike ter ki.ll ten fat
not if we kin help it. We ain't got any more chickens, an ' you're goin' ter have fr "eJ chicken
fodder than we want for the cattle, which Hoss for dinner. I know you all lil,e that kind of
is tryin' ter git in good shape in time for the grub."
fall round-up. when the best of the steers will be
"Don't talk about it now, Stella!" Cheyenne
sent away to market."
Charlie exclaimed, as he placed both hands on his
When Wild and Jim went ba ck t Q the house, stomach in a patronizing way. "I've jest h:id ml·
something like half an hour later , they found the brenkfast, but the mention of fried chicken sorter
breakfast nearly ready. The girls were up and makes me feel hungry, jest the same."
assisting Stella and her servant all they couid.
"You'll have a chance to fill in for fair when
Hoss had _g-one to the cow-pen with the peon they we git back," was the reply, with a laugh. "I
had working- for them to assist in the milking, know your weakness, Charlie. Fried chicken
and he came in a little later. Hop• and Wing were never hurt no one yet, as I know of, an' it ain't
isitting outside the kitchen waiti ng fo r the break- likely it's goin' to hu-rt you."
fast. It was the first t~e Young- Wild West's
It did not take more than half an hour for
clever Chinee had seen Mike since their arrival them all to get readv to leave, and then when
at Buckhorn, and he promptly r an to him and put they rode off it was quite a picturesque party, ·
out his hand. The two had met several times indeed, for the girls in their brig-ht colors and
before, and almost every time Hop had in some Young Wild West and his partners attired in their
way got the best of the Mexican, ~specially by suits of buckskin and bright-colored shirts, coui<j
winning money from him in some gambling game but make a -pleasant picture. It was but natural
or playing- a practical joke upon ' him.
that they should all feel like ·riding a little fast,
"Evelythlin_g- allee light, Mikee ?" Hop asked, so the distance to the creek was quickly covered.
Just as thev reached the top of the ridge they
pleasantly.
beheld a sight that was not at all surprising- to
"Verra fine, Hop," was the reply.
Young Wild West and his partner. The big berd
"You workee velly rriuchee, so be?"
of sheep had been driven over upon the range,
"Verra much. Me get tired every day."
"Jest hear the lazy greaser talk!" cried Thomp- and they were nibbling at the grass for all they
son. "Why, it's mighty hard ter git him ter d..i were worth. None of the sheepmen were to be
a thing. He's gittin' worse an' worse. A lazier seen, however, but the sight of the sheep destroying the grass was quite enough to make o'.lr
greaser never lived than Mike."
"Dat sound verra bad, Senor Thompson," the friends feel like putting a stop to it rig-ht away.
peon declared, shaking his head as thou_g-h he felt
deeply injured at the remark. "Me verra good
a-man. Me like plenty work."
''Hear what he says, Wild said, nodding to our
CHAPTER VIL-The Scrimmage Begins.
hero. "He likes plentv of work, but he likes it
very far from him, so he can't git at it. I don't
"Wild, that's what I call mighty impudent!"
jest know why I keep him, but I s'pose it's 'cause Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, as he turned to the
he's needed ter do the chores. He's a mighty young deadshot after lookin11: at the sheep for a
good milker, an' he'll turn in an' help around the moment in silence. "What are you goin' ter do
house."
·
about it, anyhow?"
·
"Oh, Mike is all right," the young deadshot
"I reckon we'll ride over a little further and
answered, with a laugh. "I suppose he earns his see if we can find the sheepmen. Maybe I mi11:ht
wages?"
be able to persuade them to drive the shee-p
"Maybe he does, 'cause I ain't payin' him very back and go along- to the rig-ht. Of course, there
much. He seems to be satisfied about it, though, isn't as much to eat for the sheep by going that
so there ain't no kick comin', after all."
way, but I don't propose to let these villains
They all had breakfast a short time after that, hawe their own way about it, even though the
and then Wild proposed that they take a ride out ruin the sheep would cause would not hurt us a
and see if the sheepmen had started to move yet. great deal."
Arietta wanted to go the moment she heard the
"Right yer are. Let's git over there. There
boy speak about it. · At first Wild was opposed ain't no use waitin' here."
to it, but he finally consented.
"Mind you, there is to be no fightin11: done. Just
"Why can't Anna and Eloise go, too, then?" let me do the talking-, Charlie."
Arietta said, with a winning smile. "I am Rure
"All ri11:ht, I won't say a word."
they would like to go out and see a big herd of
The sheep were fairly swarming upon the good
sheep. It is not very often we run across so grass that abounded in that section. They looked
many, you know."
very innocent, of course, but since it was in nG
"All right, then. They can all go. Probably viay their fault, no blame could be attached to the
Stella might find time to go, too, and if she can animals. Y oun_g- Wild West gave the wo1'd, and
most likely Hoss will go with us."
then all rode toward the bunch of cottonwoods.
"I kin sartinly find the time," Hoss declared. where they had left the sheepherders the night
"How about it, Stella?"
before. As they neared the spot they found that
"I've got so much work to do t}:lat I don't know the camp was still there. Half ·a dozen of the
about it," she answered, with a shake of her men could be seen, too, and they appeared to
head. "But I suppose I could do it. We won't be taking things easy. They did not see our
be gone more than a couple of hours, anyhow, friends until they were p,retty close to them, an4i
and our woman can be doin' the churnin' while when they did they got upon their feet in a
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hurry and acted very much as though they expected to be attacked.
.
"Good-morning, gentlemen!'' the young deadshot said, in his cool and easy way. "I see that
you have let your sheep get over on our range."
"Our boss has ordered us ter drive 'em over
that way. I reckon we won't be more than four
days in gittin' across, so that won't hurt anything very much."
"But haven't I told Handsome Hank not to
come this way with the sheep'?!'
"I can't help that. Hank i.in't here jest now,
but he will be putty soon. You kin tell him
ag'in, if you want to."
There was an air of insolen~e about the 1:peaker
that nettled our hero not a little. Bit te h.pt
calm, and determined to do his best to per.;uacle
them to turn back, so he said:
"If you fellows know when you are well off
you will ride out right away and take your
dogs with you. Drive the sheep back and off to
the north a little. You'll find plenty to eat for
t'he sheep all the way to El Paso. If you don't
do that there is bound to be a scrimmage, and I.
reckon you'll get the worl't of i.t."
"We've had scrimmages afore, an' we ain't
always got the worst of it, either," the fellow
rE:totted, doggedly.
"All right, do as you like about it. But I would
like to see your leader before I get my cowboys to drive the sheep off the range."
"Here he- comes how," one of the others called
out, and then a horseman came riding up along
the bank of the creek.
It was Handsome Hank, sure en<jlgh. He ap·peared to be somewhat surprised when he saw
our friends waiting there, especially when he
noticed that the girls were with them.
"What's the ml\ttei- now, Young Wild West?"
putting on a frown, as he reined in his horse
close to them.
"I see you have let the sheep get over on our
catUe range," Wild said, coolly.
"Does that land belong to Buckhorn Ranch?"
"Yes, all that as far as you can see the · other
· side of the ridge."
"What's the use in kickin' about it, then'? We've
laid out our route an' we're goin' ter foller it up.
It won't take more than three or four days ter
git over with the sheep. We doh't drive 'em verv
hard, you know, 'cause that wouldn't do. There's
too many what dies if w.e hustle 'em."
"See here, Hank, I'm satisfied that you want to
make a fight of it. Now, then, I'll tell you what
I'm going to do. I'll send around to the ranch
to get all the cowboys together and let them
come up and drive the sheep off the range. If
you try to stop them there is bound to be . a
scrim;mage. Probably you know what that will
mean."
"It will mean some shootin' on both sides, I
s'pose," was the quic1c reply.
"Yes, it certainly will."
.
"That's all right. I reckon we'll stand Jest ac;
g·ood a chance as the cowboys."
"Maybe you think you will. But I promise you
that I'll take a hand in the game, too. You know
I can shoot PTetty well, I reSrl.con."
"Oh, if you want ter shoot us down like dogs,
I $"pose you kin do it afore we _git a cha~c~;
But I l4idn't know you was that kmd of a kid.
"I'll show you what kind of a kid l am before

we get through with thi:s business. Now, then,
I am not going to advise you, but I am going
to order you to get the sheep away from there
inside of two hours. You can do it in that -time
if you try very hard. That's all I have got to
say, Handsome Hank."
"All right, I'll bid you g-ood mornin', then."
Cheyenne Charlie was very angry, but when he
saw Wild turn his horse and start to · ride .away
he said not11ing. The rest followed, of course,
and back they went toward the ranch. They had
not. gone more than a mile when they saw eight
horsemen riding swiftly toward them.
"Here comes some of the boys!" Hoss Thompson exclaimed. "I reckon they've found out that
the sheep is here."
"Come on, Hoss, we'll ride out and meet them.
I want to have a little talk with them," Wild
answered, quickly.
The ranch boss gave a nod, and then the two
rode away at a gallop, leaving the others to
proceed more slowly. As they neared the approaching co'w boys a cheer went up, for they had
been recognized. But Wild simply waved his
hand, and then dashing up to them, called out:
"Well, boys, I suppose you are ready for a
scrimmage with the sheepmen."
. "We're ready ter drive off the sheep mighty
quick," replied one of them.
"I know you are. But just wait and see if ..
they attempt to drive them any further. I
think I'll let them go for a mile or two. About
four o'clock this afternoon we'll settle things."
The boy had changed his mind slightly, since
h~ thought if he had another chance at Handsome
Dick, he might induce him to turn the sheep in
another direction. As they were sitting there
talking it over an old darky was seen approaching. Wild knew him the moment he saw him.
He was an inoffensive old fellow who had been
given the privilege of a former owner of the
range to live in an old log cabin built close to
a bank. This could not be seen, for a group of
trees hid it from view. The darky rode up, apparently greatly excited.
"What am de matter, boss?" he asked, as he
looked at :Uoss Thompson with wide-open eyes.
"What am all de sheep doin' here? Dey eat all .
de grass up, and de cattl~ done starve to death,
sure."
"This is old Mose, Wild," Hoss sa,id, quickly.
"I reckon you have seen him before."
"Yes, I remember having seen him once fr
twice," was the reply. "He seems to be much
worried at seeing the sheep, here. Suppose we
go over to his cabin and rest a while. Probably
we can watch from there and see what takes
place."
"All right, jest as you say."
"Come on, girls," the young deadshot called
out, and then nodding to the darky, he said:
"Ride on back to your ho'm e. Don't worry
aboiµ the sheep. We are not going to let them
do an awful lot of damage. What I want to do is
to see if the herders really intend to drive them
across the range. I think they are only putting
up a bluff."
Mose appeared to be somewhat puzzled, but
when the rest turned and rode back in the direction he had come he went along with them, as
a matter of course. After they had descendP!d
a slight rise of the prairie land they wp- ...!,.Ae
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to see the log shanty nestling among the trees to meet the sheep, and he waited to see what
close to the side of a good-sized hill. They all would hap,pen. There is always more or less of
rode up and Mose's wife appeared in the door- an animosity existing between cowboys and
way, acting as though she was frightened. But sheepmen. Wild knew this quite well, and as hP.
when she saw the girls and Hoss Thompson's thought of what might happen in case they got
wife smiling at her she became reassur_ed right into close quarters, he thought it would be adaway.
visable for him to ride out and take part in it.
"Hello, Mammy!" Stella call~d out. "How have But he decided to wait until the cowboys reached
you been for the last month? I ain't seen you the sheep. The .rascals driving them were too
in that time, you know."
far behind to get into a real fig-ht right away.
"I'se been tolerably well, missus," was the reAfter watching ten minutes he saw the cowboy,;
ply. "But what am de matter? Mose, he done flank the sheep on the rig-ht, and turn them slightsay dat dere's more than a million sheep eatin' ly to the left. In a few minutes they got them
all de grass."
·
g-oing- nicely, though the dogs seemed to under"Well, that's about right, though I don't be- stand what was required of them, and did their
lieve there's a million of 'em. There's goin' to best to keep them going- the other way. Pre~be trouble on the range, Mammy. But you entlv a shot was fired, and one of the <logs fell
needn't be afraid, 'cause no one ain't goin' to dead. Wild could see all this from the tree .
hurt you. You an' Mose have got a life right and he was so interested that he decided to wait
he1·e, an' you're goin' to stay here till you die."
a little long-er. The sheepmen were now riding
"Thank heavens!" the negro woman exclaimed, up furiously, waving their arms frantically.
fervently. "We is both putty old, and we can't
•Suddenly Wild noticed that one of them had
live may more years, dat's certain."
a rifle, and when he saw him rein in his horse
It was rather home-like about the place. The and place the weapon to his shoulder he knew
shanty, while in a rather dilapidated condition, that the fight was about to start. Crang! The
was clean and neat on the inside. Near it was a 1·eport rang out plainly, and a horse one of the
place for chickens, and a big pen contained a cowboys was riding reared into the air and fell,
number of hogs. A cow was grazing a short throwipg its rider.
distance away, and some of the land in the
"I reckon the scrimmage has started," Young
vicinity was in a state of cultivation. 91d Mose Wild West muttered, as he quickly began to deand his wife appeared to be very thrifty, and scend the tree. "Texas cowboys won't stand fot
though probably they received little in the way anything like that. If one of them has a horse
of money for their labor, they managed to live shot from under him it's almost as bad as
he
comfortably. Mammy brought out some fre~h were shot himself. They won't stand that,ifand
milk from a small cave that had been dug m blood will sure be shed. I reckon I'll get over
the side of the hill, and the girls accepted it, there in a hurry."
for they knew it was clean and wholesome.
Down he came, and as he dropped to the g-round
The cowboys had remained pretty well in the he found his two partners waiting for him.
rear, an,.d did not ride all the way to the shanty.
"Did you see what happened over there, boys?"
Allowing their horses to graze as they saw fit, he asked.
our friends sat down to take a rest. In our
"Well, we could see a little of it. Some one
hero's opinion the sheepmen would hardly move
the sheep until afternoon, for there was plenty fired a shot with a rifle," Jim Dart answered,
of good grazing for them where they were. But quickly.
"Yes, and he dropped one of the cowboys'
they had not been there more than half an hour
when one of the cowboys came riding in, show- horses, too."
"He did, eh?"
ing considerable excitement.
"The sneakin' coyote!" exclaimed Cheyenne
"Hello, there!" he called out. "The sheep has
been started an' the whole bunch of 'em is goin' Charlie. ''What are you goin' ter do about it
~tra~ht across the range. There's thirteen m~n now, Wild?"
"We'll get over there right away and try and
an' six dogs drivin' 'em, an' they've got 'em gom'
settle this question. The boys have succeeded
in fine shape."
"What are you goin' ter do, Wild?" Hoss in turning the sheep, and if the dogs can be
taken care of it won't take a great while to get
Thompson asked, anxiously.
"I reckon we had better stop them. Let the the herd going away from the range."
"Shall we stay here, Wild?" Arietta asked.
boys go out and undertake to turn the big herd
"Yes, or if you don't want to stay here, vou
oack. Send them around to the left. We'll sra,y
here until we find out how they make out. 111 shouldn't come very close. We can't tell just
how long this thing will last. One thing about
climb this tree over here and watch."
The cowboy no sooner heard this than he turned it is that I have made up my mind that the
and rode swiftly back to his companions. Then sheep have got to be driven from the range. Sin::P
Wild soon climbed the tree, while Charlie, Jim the rascals have fired on the cowboys it means I\
and Hoss mounted to the top of the hill, from . fi~·ht. It won't do to give in to them, for if W'll
which they could see pretty well, too. Our h1:ro did they would keep the sheep in these parts f,..r
was now satisfied that there must be a fight, weeks yet, and wouldn't leave until about ever,·so he was trying to think of the quickest way thing was cleaned up. Come on, boys."
Wild swung himself into the saddle, and a\"~Y
to end it.
.
From the top of the tree he could see the big went the sorrel stallion at a gallop. Charlie and
herd of sheep approaching, two miles away. They Jim followed close after him, and then came
were heading almost straight toward the abode Hoss, though his wife tried to persuade him to.
of the old darky, too. He saw the eight cov- remain behind. Our friends had not g,one more
boys belonging to Buckhorn Ranch riding swiftly than a hundred yards from the shanty when
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they saw a number of cattle running wil<lly tov.. ard them. Behind them were two more cowboys belonging to Buckhorn Ranch, and they were
doing their best to keep them in line and Quiet
t hem. Evidentlv the dogs belonging to the sheepmen had frightened the cattle. Hoss Quickly turned to assist the two cowboys, but Wild and
his parb\ers kept right on. When they had covered about half a mile they saw that the sheep
had got the best of the cowboys and were running wildly across the range. All that was
necessary was to have a leader, and the rest
would follow.
They came in countless numbers, and the ·sheepmen seemed to be jubilant about it, for they
were waving their hats and yelling themselves
.hoarse. When the villafns saw Young Wild West
and his partners approaching they acted defiantly.
The cowboys had drawn up on one side and were
still doing their best to turn the stampeding'
sheep. On they came, Wild, Charlie and Jim
· swinging off in an opposite direction.
Presently the cowboys began shooting, and
down went two or three of the sheep. They were
the leaders, and once they had killed them it
was more easy to swing the big herd around,
which they succeeded in doing just as the sheepmen came up, firing shot after shot in auick
succession.
"Now then, boys," our hero said, coolly,- as he
nodded to his two partners, "I reckon the easiest
way to settle this will be for me .to ride between
them. I am goin11: to take the chance of the
sheepmen shooting me. They are lining up for a
fight, and if ,we let it go on some of the. cowboys
will be killed as well as the sheepmen. There
is no use in permitting -that if we can stop it.
You follow along after me, but don't come too
fast."
Charlie and Jim . nodded, for they knew even
if they had a suggestion to make it would be
useless to offer it just then. Wild spoke to Spitfire, and away the sorrel went ·with the speed
of the wind. The cowboys had dismounted, and
so had the sheepmen. It seemed as though they
were going to fight it out in a hand-to-hand contest, for none of them had pulled a gun after
the last volley had been fired by the sheepmen.
On the ground Jay a coup•Je of dead sheep which
had been dropped by the cowboys.
"Come on, you miserable pig s !" shouted Hand- ·
some Hank, as he shook his fist s at the cowboys.
"W/e've made up our minds not ter do any more
shootin'. We will lick you in a rough-an'-tumble
fi ght, an' we're goin' ter do it."
"Huh!" exclaimed one of the cowbqys, tauntingly. "'.Chere's more than a dozen of you an'
only eight of us. Why don't you keep on shootin'? You tried your best ter kill one of our
men. You shot a horse. Don't you think we're
~ fraid to shoot, but if you want ter fight it out
in a rough-an'-tumble, we're with you!"
There was the sharp clatter of hoofs, and the
· angry men turned for an instant and saw Young
Wild West ridin11: swiftly toward them. They
drew back a little, but were just as belligerent
as ever.
"Stop it!" shouted Wild, as he rode between
the - opposing lines. "I reckon this business has
gone about far enough."
The bo y did not offer to pull a gun, but the
way he spoke · showed that he meant business,

CHAPTER VIII.-The Victory I8 Complete.
The cowboys quickly gave way and drew back,
showing how much they respected the dashing
young deadshot wheh he rode between them and _
commanded them to stop it. But the sheepmen
stood their ground and muttered, savagely, showing that they were not at all disposed to quit.
"Say, you fellows," our .hero said. a s he turned
his horse and rode back to them, "I think you
have been warned enough. Now, then, I am going to give you until noon to get your sneep off
this cattle range. If you don't do it in that
time I promise you that we'll get at you and
shoot to kill. You understand what that means,
I think, Handsome Hank."
"Oh, I reckon we ain't afraid of you, Young
Wild West," was the defiant retort. "The only
way vou kin do it is to go to law about it, an'
by the time you got things goin' it would -be
too late. We've started ter go across this range
with our sheep, an' we're goin'. Now, then, if
you feel like openin' fir'e on us, go ahead. I'm
willin' ter take my - chances, anyhow. If I go
down Jnaybe all the rest won't. Some one will
git you, that's sartin."
"So that's the way you feel about it?"
"I reckon it is."
Wild coolly dismounted and walked straight
up- to the speaker. He qid not mind the attitude
of the rest in the least. · Reaching out his hand
suddenly he caught Handsome Hank by the collar
.of his shirt and, givine- him a pull, caused him
to come forward like a shot.
"You had a fight with Cheyenne Charlie yesterday, and got decidedly the worst 9f it, didn't
you?" tpe boy said, looking at him sharply.
"Never mind about that," was the reply. "What
are. you goin' ter do now?"
"I'll soon show you what I am going to do
with you. Don't you think for an instant that
I atn afraid of being shot by any of your men.
There isn't one of them who dares to even touch
a gun. I'll wager a thousand dollars to a hundred
that I am right in saying that, too. Let one of
them dare to touch a gun, that's all."
"Boys, are you goin' ter stand all this?" shouted Handsome Hank, as his face turned sliMtly
pale.
.
"They heard what I said. Now, then, let one
of them attempt to pull . a gun," Wild retorted,
with flashing eyes.
"The first galoot as tries ter do it will drop,
dead," Cheyenne Charlie called out, as he swung
l:is long-barreled revolver over his head. I'm
jest itchin' ter pull the trigger of this here gun
a few times, so go ahead."
.
The sheepmen wete somewhat huddled together
now, and they appeared to be considerably awed
at the attitude of our friends.
·
"Say, Wild,". called out one of the cowboys,
"they say they're willin' ter fight it out in a
rough-an'-tumble· fig·ht, no guns or rifles -to be
used. Won't you let us go ahead an' do it?" ·
"It would be a little too one-sided, I think,"
the young <leads.hot answered, never taking his
eyes · from those of Handsome Hank. "But if
they are satisfied to put eight men against you,
g'-' ahead, if you want it that way."
"We'll do that," called out the villain named
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Pete. "Eight of us kin lick any eight cowboys
"Do you think it's fair?" he said, after a
pause.
that ever lived."
"Do I think it's fair? What! Five of vou
"Git your gang together, then," came from the
against one boy? Well, it isn't fair as far· a,;
man who had spoken to Wild about it.
The sheepmen see.med to be quite willing, and I'm concerned, of course. But look at the chance
in less than two minutes eight of them had you will have. One of you oui?ht to be able
stepped aside, leaving the other four close to to drop me in short order." ·
their elader, who was standing with a very pale
"Yes, if we happen ter shoot straight enough.
face before the young deadshot, who still held But I don't think it's fair. You have got the
n_ame of bein' the Champion Deadshot. Even•
him by the collar of his shirt.
"Whoopee! whoopee!
Wow! wow! wow!" time you pull a trigger one of us would drop.
shouted Cheyenne Charlie, waving his hat. "Give We can't shpot as straight as that, so how kin
it to 'em, boys. · They're all ready for you. you call it fair?"
"You miserable coward!" the boy exclaimed,
We'll see to it that there'll be fair play."
Both sides were very angry, the sheepmen for and losing control of his temper for an instant
having been interfered with and the cowboys he- he gave a jerk and then pulled back suddenly and
cause they felt that the rascals had no right sent the villain sprawling upon his back.
Then he whipped out a revolver and began
there. One of the cowboys quickly ran forward
and struck out right and left, hitting two men shooting at' the ground before the feet of the
•
and knocking one of th'-lm down. Then the other four.
"Dance, you rascals, dance!" he. exclaimed. "I
scrimmage was renewed, though it was not shooting this time. Arms were flying about in every feel like shooting to kill, and the only way I can
direction, and blows were landed, thoui?h not as satisfy myself is to make you dance. ·Go it, now!"
Crack! As another shot was fired the four
fast as might be supposed, for the longer it lasted
the more cautious the men became. Wild could villains uttered yells of fear and then began leapnot see verv well what was going on, for he was ing wildly about.
"Let me h~p you, Wild. The. sneakin' coyote
keeping a sharp watch on Handsome Hank and
the other four men. But he could see Cheyenne is gittin' up ag'in," Cheyenne Charlie said, as he
Charlie and Jim shouting encouragingly, and he ran forward.
"All right, Charlie," was the reply. "You keep
took it for granted that the cowboys were getting the best of it. Such was the case, and in these fellows dancing, thefl, for a little while.
less than five minutes three of the sheepmen lay I must trim Handsome Hank in proper shape.
dow:i:1, glad to remain there, no doubt, while the That's the only way to settle the business."
Hank got up and was about to pull a gun when
ether five quit. Nearly every one had a bleeding
nose or battered face, and the cowboys were in Wild struck out with his fist and knocked him
much the same condition. But they seemed to down. He did not wait an instant, but quickly
take deligbt in it, just the same, for- they were pulled him upon his fet!t again and, pushing him
all tough fellows, and did not mind a fight oc- against a tree, side-wise, near by, exclaimed:
"You stand right here! I am going to-- make
casionally.
a target of you. Don't you move, now. If you
"Well, Hank," our he1·0 said, coolly, a smile . do you might die for it!"
showing on his face, "are you satisfied now?
"Hold on!" cried the wretch, giving in comEight of your men have been whipped by eight of pl~tely at last. "I'll do anything you s_a y, Young
our cowboys. Does that settle ti?"
Wild West. Don't shoot me, an' I'll see to it
"Settle what?" came the quick retort.
that the sheep is got a.way from here as quick
"About driving the sheep back?"
as we kin do it." .
"I reckon I'll never drive 'em back, an' if you
"Stand right where you are!" came the comor any of your gang shoots any of 'em I'll call you mand.
Wild step'Ped back about a dozen feet and then,
to account for it."
"You'll call-me to account, eh? Well, I'd like raising his revolver, said:
to see you do it. See here, Hank, I reckon there
"If you move the fraction of an inch you might
has got to be something more done to convince get hurt. That beard of yours looks as though
you that you have made a mighty big mistake it needs trimming. I am going to do it for
in attempting to drive the sheep across Buck- you."
horn range. Now, then, I'll tell you what I am
Then he took a quick aim and pulled the triggoing to do. Here are four rascals with you, and ger. Crack! As the report rang out a piece
ali of them look as though they would just as of hair flew from the scraggly beard that adorned
lief fight as eat. I am only a boy, but I am the villain's face.
going to fight the whole five of you. If you get
"That's one side, Hank. Now turn your. hea r!.''
the best of it you will have the i:>rivilege of go"Hold on! Please don't shoot no more!" cried
ing where you please with your sheep, as far as the frightened villain.
Buckhorn Ranch is concerned. But the way we
"Stand just as I told you to," he said, coolly.
are going to fight is not the same way as eight "I don't want you to go around looking like
.of your men settled it just now. We are going that. Why, there is quite a chunk of your whiskers
to fight with guns. I will use two, and you five missing from your left side. I want to even·it up
can use as many as you like. Come out here, on the other."
•
all of you. We'll get at a distance of a hundred
Hank mechanically felt of his beard. Sure
feet and then when one _of m y partners fires a enough, some of it was missing. Of course, it
shot we'll open fire on each other. That's fair, could easily have been combed so it would not
isn't it? Five of you against one?.,
have been noticed. But a comb was something
The face of Handsome Hank turned paler than that he seldom or never used. He resigned himself to his fate and stood stock still. and Wild
ever at this
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again stepped back and fired. This time a small
bit of hair was taken from the other side of
his beard. Though it probably did not even up
exactly, it was equite enough to suit the boy, and
with a satisfied nod he proceeded to reload the
chambers of his revolver.
"Hank," he said, shaking his finger at the
leader of the sheepmen, "I reckon that will be
about all. I'll give you till noon to get the sheep
away from the range."
"You have won out, Young Wild West," was
the reply. "There ain't no use in tryin' ter
go ag'in you. I see my mistake now. I'm whipped, an' I got ter do as you say."
The .young deadshot walked coolly to his horse
and, mounting, turned to the cowboys and said:
"Well, I reckon we'll go on now. They have
plenty of time to get the sheep away. They'll
do it, too, boys, and you can bet on it."
Arietta came riding up at that moment. She
was followed by Anna and Eloise. and then Stella
was seen a hundred yards in the rear, coming
that way, too.
"Wild," called out the young- deadshot's sweetheart, laughingly, "I saw it all. It certainly was
rather amusing. I am very glad that no one
was shot."
"So am I, Et," was the reply. "I reckon about
the only things that have been shot are a horse,
two or three sheep and a dog. That's bad enough,
of course, but it could have been a whole lot
worse. Texas cowboys know how to fight, and
you can bet on it. Sheepmen know how to take
water, too, as you have seen."
Strange to say, the defeated villains _were. v~ry
docile now, and they seemed to be qmte w1lhng
to do anything the young deadshot wanted .them
to. Without any loss of time they got the dogs
together and started in to swing the herd around. ·
Our friends rode away with the cowboys and
halted on a little ridge over a mile away and
watched out until they saw the whole herd of
sheep moving rapidlv away from the cl).ttle range.
Before they had gone very far they saw Hop
Wah and Dr. Jumper riding toward them. Hop
had started for the village to spend an hour
or two and the doctor had decided to come over
to the' ranch and dispose of some of his patent
medicines. They had arrived too late to see the
scrimmage, however, but both seemed to be very
happy when they heard how it had resulted.
The doctor at ·once got down to business. There
were eight cowboys there besides Hoss Thompso_n
and his wife and our friends, and this made 1t
appear to him like an excellent chance to get rid
of a lot of his stock.
"Ladies and gentlemen," he said, as he held i1p
a bottle in one hand and a box of pills in the
other, "I hold before you two of the greatest ~
cures ever known upon the whole earth. No
matter what particular ill you are afflicated with
this medicine will cure you. No doubt all of vou
sometimes feel out of sorts. You may have an
aching limb or a headache at times. If vou have,
this m!lans that you have rheumatism or fever
threatening you. One boo: '?f these P\lls will
prevent it. Take one at bedtime, and when the
whole box is 11:one, if you are not as sound as a
dollar write me at my office in St. Louis and I
will return your money."
. .
"Doctor," our hero said, as the patent med1cme
salesman was taking more of his wares from a

bag he had carried over with him on horseback,
"I'll make a proposition to you. You throw up ·
a box of pills and a bottle of medicine at the
same time, and if I don't hit them both before
tl:ey touch the ground I'll buv all the stock .you
have with you. If I do hit them you won't ask
us to buy any more."
"What's that?" Doctor Jumper asked, a smile
showin11: on his ' face. "Do you mean to tell m~
that you could shoot and hit a box of pills and
a bottle before they touch the ground? Why,
that means two shots, Young Wild West, and you
have got to shoot very straight to do it."
"Never mind that. Do you agree to the Proposition?"
"I certainlv do. But who pays for the pills
and liquid medicine in case you do hit them?"
"You do. If I don't hit them I will pay for
all vou have 1<ot with you."
·
"All right, that's taking a chance. But I think
I'll win. Let me see how much I have 1<ot here."
"Never mind counting 'it up now. Go ahead."
"Any way you like."
_,
The doctor quickly got a bottle and a box of
pills ready.
"Tell me when to let them go," he said.
"Any time . you like."
"All ri1<ht; here they go!"
Then he threw the bottle high into the air
and quicklv followed it with the box of pills.•
Wild had not even drawn his revolver, but he
quickly did so now . . Crack! The box of pills
flew into fragments, and some of the cowboys
declared it was raining pills. Crack! The bottle
was smashed into a thousand pieces while it was
yet ten feet from the 1<ro~nd.
"There you are, doctor," the young deadshot
said, in his cool and easy way. "Now. tben, please
don't ask us to buy any more of your medicine.
You can come over to the ranch with us and
we'll give you a good time, but drop the medicine question while you are there."
"I'll never mention a word of it," was the
rttort, as Doctor Jumper shook hands with the
young deadshot. "You are the greatest bov I
ever met in my life. My, what shooting-!" ·
They all rode back in the direction of Buckhorn Ranch, and when they came to a halt a
couple of miles away and saw the sheepmen workin1r with their dogs in an endeavor to get the
sheep off the range as quick as possible, they
knew the victory was complete. Such it proved,
for they learned a couple of days later that
Handsome Hank and his gang had moved off to
the northwest with the big herd of sheep, and
were steering clear of all the cattle ranges m
that section.
The doctor had a very good time at Buckhorn
Ranch, for fup entertained him greatly. · The
rest enjoyed it and spent a full week there. The
sheel)men had made it livelv for them on their
arrival and the day following.
But this was altogether too tame for Young
Wild West, as the reader well knows, and he
longed for something fresh in the way of excitement and adventure, which he got, of course.
as will be seen in the next number of "Wild West
Weekly."
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST WASHING OUT GOLD; or, ARIETTA'S
LUCKY DISCOVERY.';'
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CURRENT NEWS

SUMMER SNOWBALL FIGHT
On the hottest day of summer the boys of Murray, Pa., enjoyed a snowball fight. In removing
a culm bank which-had been piled up during mining operations last winter, workmen unearthed a
mass of snow. As soon as the discovery was
known, scores of boys gathered at the scene and,
dividing into groups, engaged in battle.
HO SPIT AL RADIO
Each of the eighty rooms of a new hospital
in thP Bron--c. N "'"' Yor'k Citv. is eauipoed with
separate wall sockets into which radio head-sets
may be plugged for ea"h bed. A great many
practical difficulties have been successfully overcome in this remarkable radio installation.
NEW ANTI-AIRCRAFT GAS
A German is reported to have invented an
aerial defense gas that makes it impossible fot·
any one breathing it to ascend higher than 6,000
feet. Beyond that height the aviator's lungs will
burst.

HUMAN HAIR FOR CLOTHES .
Human hair is being used by some women
abroad to decorate their coat collars, cuffs and
even their blouses. One woman seen in Piccadilly wore a long black coat with the edges of the
collar trimmed with auburn hair. The cuffs were
girnil:>rl,· "dornPd. Monkev f11r h3,:; found a rival
amo'l~ those whose tresses have been bobbed or
shingled.
WED IN RAILROAD STATION
Keeping his promise literally to his bride's parents Sr.0• "1"~T<Pe. a toolm<tkPr at ,.,,_ antomobile
plant at Detriot, was married to Miss Margaret
Currie at a railroad station recently. McKee
wrote to the bride's parents in Glasgow, Scotland, asking that the girl be allowed to come to
Detroit to marry him.
The parents consented on condition that the
couple be married as soon as the girl arrived in
Detroit. McKee assented, and when the train
bringing the girl arrived from New York he was
waiting with a marriage license and a minister.

BOYS, ARE YOU READING

"MYSTERY MAGAZINE"
The issue on the newsstands today contains an exciting detective
novelette entitled

"The Dark Curtain"
· It is filled with mystery and lively adventures. One of the
best detective cases on record!
·

AND RADIO FANS!
WJZ recently broadcast a dandy police story written by JACK BECHDOLT. It was called "On Crutches." No doubt many of you heard it on
your radios. Now you can read it in our magazine. Don't miss it!

A NEW TWO-PART SERIAL BEGINS
Be sure to read "THE PURPLE DRAGON INN," by VERA C. VIELE,
if you want a first-class detective story.

THESE SHORT STORIES WILL PLEASE YOU
"A MYSTERY OF THE SEVEN SEAS," by Henry Holt
"THE ODD MAN," by Harvey Denton .
"BILL AND THE JINX," by W. J. Norton
"BORN A CROOK," by Ralph Northrop
"THE FINGERPRINT," by Sim Yan
Othe1· interesting articles are in this number, making it the biggest
and best value for the price.

GET ·A

COPY

TODAY!
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FIGHTING FRED FAY
-Or,-

A Yankee Boy in the Big War
By DICK ELLISON
A Serial Story

CHAPT~R VI.-(Contimied).
She was destined never to return to it, for,
Fred subsequently learned, the house was burned
by the Germans within a few days.
Fred now drove to Bazas, reaching the town
shortly after midnight without mishap.
He enjoyed that moonlight drive immensely,
for Adele proved a very lively proposition and
wanted to know all about America. They became very well .acquainted by the time they
reached their destination.
. Madame Raylaune introduced Fred to her
, brother, an old gentleman named Laurens, who,
thanking him heartily for what he had oone,
urged .him to rem3iin all night.
Fred declined, however. He felt that it was
not too late to interview M. Duroc. If he could
get out of town before daylight,' so much the better. It was his intention to walk as far as he
could and at daybreak go into hiding, finishing
his journey the following night.
But it was all destined to go very differently
from what he anticipated, as will be presently

seen.

M. Laurens directed him to the Rue Pavaune,
on which street M. Duroc lived, and Fred found
the house without difficulty.
It was an ancient looking affair,-with an alley
running alongside o-f it.
The street appeared deserted and the house
was dark when Fred rang the bell.
Immediately a light appeared in one of the
upper windows, which was ?pened and a If!an
wearing a nightcap thrust his head out, askmg
in French what was wanted.
"I want to speak with ·Monsieur Duroc," replied
Fred. "I have an important letter to deliver."
"I .am Duroc. Who is the Jetter from?"
"I can't explain here in the street. If you will
let me in I wiII deliver the letter."
"Wait," was the 1·eply, and the window was
closed.
•
But another which must have been connected
·with the same room was opened at the top. Fred
heard a telephone ring and a voice called:
"The messenger has come!" Then it was: "AII
right. Hold him."
It made him decidedly nervous.
, "Who can he be talking to?" he asked himself.
" This doesn't look as though the matte1· was so
·recret. I wish I was well through with the conf ounded business."
~.n a few minu·t es the man opened the door and
;ighted Fred upstairs to a sparsely fUI"nish chamber.

"You have come through the line, I suppose?"
he asked.
\
"Yes, sir."
"Give me the letter."
"It is sewed up in the lining of my coat: I
will get it out."
He did so and delivered it.
Instead of opening the letter the man put it in
his jacket.
"Sit down and wait till I tell you to go," he said
gruffly.
"But I must be going at once," pleaded Fred.
"Every moment of darkness is precious to me."
"You will obey me or get a taste of this," retorted ' the man, flrawing a revolver . . "Boy, in
France we make short work of spies."
Fred's heart sank.
"You-you are not M. Duroc·?" he faltered.
"Silence. Your ca·s e will be attended to in due
time."
"I've sure made a mess of· it,'' thought the unfortunate boy.
·
Ten .minutes passed.
To Fred it seemed like an hour, when the tread
of many feet was heard outside, and then on the
stairs.
•
The man flung back the chamber door; admitting a captain and two soldiers who had with
t4em a small, sinister-looking man who wall handcuffed.
'
·
·
·
"So this is the messenger?" said the captain,
looking hard at Fred. "Boy, what is your name?"
"Fred Fay."
"Who sent you here?"
Fred hesitated.
"I'm only the bearer of a letter to M: Duroc,"
he faltered.
, "This is M. Duroc," replied the captain, pointing to the pris0ner. "Deliver your letter."
''That man has it."
The Jetter was now turned over to the captain, who ·tore it open and read its contents.
"Ha!" he exclaimed, "now, then, Duroc, we undel'stand ! Plans of the Paris fortifications, eh?
Hand them over if you want to live. · Refuse, and
you and this boy will be at once shot as spies.''
"'I can't do that," replied Duroc, qoggedly.
"Can't? And why?"
"I haven't them. Take me to General Joffre's
headquarters . and I'll explain to him."
"You'll explain now or die to-night." ·
For a full minute the wretched man h_JlSitated.
"Oh, well," he goaned at last, "I suppose what
must be must, but it is not as you think. I
didn't make the pl:;ms. I bought them."
"As though that mattered. Hand them over.
Quick, now, or take the consequences.''
"Pull up the carpet and -raise the floor board
in that co111er," growled Duroc, indicating the
_place with his manacled hands.
It was done.
A large flat packet was taken from under the
floor.
.
"This is as it should be," chuckled the· captain,
and, turning to Fred, he added:
"Fan in behind the prisoner, young man. Gen•
eral . Petry will decid~ your fate.''
(To be continued,)
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Charley, the Corn King
-OR-

WAKING UP THE BOARD OF TRADE
By R. T. EMMET
(A Serial Story.)
CHAPTER XVI.
Trouble All Around.

Meanwhile Pete Walsh's cab, which had passed
around the next corner, had dropped Pete and his
partner, who now stood. in a doorway opposite,
looking across at said saloon.
"Do you know the joint?" asked Pete.
"Nixey," was '. he reply. "Looks tough enough,
though. Most likely some anarchists' holdout.
If you w.·mt to i avP your friPnd from being- done
up it strikes me that ten minutes is too long to
wait."
I
They waited the full ten minutes, howeve1·, and
three more on t"op of it.
There was no sign of Charley, although the cab
still stood at the door a s though waiting for him
to come out.
"Come " said Pete. "We've got to get a move
on. Wr.~ever hits Charley Sharp hits me."
Charley and Jack Ju dson followed their conductor upstairs through a passage and into a small
poorly furnished room.
. .
.
"Sit down," said the man, pomtmg to chair .
Jack dropped into a chair, but Charley remained standing.
"See he'te, boss," he said, "I just want to say
that I have no time to wa ste. Whatever business ·is to be done I want to do it right away and
get out."
The man shot a contemptuous look at Charley.
"Go slow, young feller," he said. "You may
think yo are running this business, but you are
not. I a it in this house-see?"
,
"I've said my say," replied Charley. "You 11
do just a s well if you listen to me-that's all."
The man looked hard at him, and turning on
his heel, left the room.
"What do yo\l mean?" demanded Jack Judson.
"Never mind," replied Charley. "I'm not saying."
"You have no idea where you a re. You can't
have."
"That's right."
"What then?"
Charley laughed shortly.
"I'm not saving- wlrnt t h n 11." ho rPp\iPd .
"Say1 you've had a detective folio\\" us ; I know
you," h issed Jack. "Never mind . It will do you
no good."
Charley lal'.ghed again.
"Isn't it so?" demanded Jack .
"Only thing I'm saying is that you bad better
let me loose in side of ten minute;; or th ere·JJ be
trouble."
"The11 let me tell you that you have already
made trouble for yourself, and for me, too, Charley Sharo. Listen to me while thel·e is time t o
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talk. We are now in as tough a j oint a s there is
in Chicago. I scarcely know these people. It was
agreed that you should be taken back where you
came from if all went right. What"you have done
will make all go wrong. 1t is not only liable t n
put you in the soup, but me with you. It's a bad
job.''
"Don't worry," replied Charley. "All you havi>
to do is hurry matters through, and all will go
as quietly as you arranged to h ave it go."
"I shall do nothing about it, becau se there is
nothing I can do," replied Jack. "I-but hush!
Here he comes."
T he doo:r opened and the same man entered.
His face was all smiles as he held up his hand,
saying :
"Now then, Mr. Sharp, everything is ready.
Be good enough to follow me."
"Do I come, too?'' asked Jack.
"You r emain wh ere you are," was the reply.
Charley followed the man t h rou gh the door
without showing the fear he actua lly felt.
'The boy had perfect control of himself. Afraid
he certainly was-horribl y afraid; but he was determined to see the matter through, and he
showed his fear by _no sign.
Charley now found himself in a narrow space
which was cut off from the rest of the room by a
cheap, colored curtain, which extended almost
to the ceiling. The place was dimly lighted by a
single lamp.
"Stand here until you hear a whistle, and then
advance," said the man. "There is nothing to be
afraid of. No attack will be made on you here.
If any trouble comes it will come from your
side."
•
"There will be no trouble if you are only quick ,"
replied Charley. "Now. remember what I say."
The man, without replying, pushed a s ide a corner of the curtain and disappeared.
In a moment a sharp whistle blew. and at th e
same instant a blaze of light filled the place.
Charley pus11.ed aside i ha curtain and pa;ssc<I
berind it.
H e now found himself standing in a sort of
cry'< tal maze, g otten up on a small scale.
The space was a small triangular one, and
brilliantly lighted in some unseen way.
On all !'ides we re mirrors. In one he ·~ould
see himself reflected; in another there he was
again, and there, sitting in a chair right beside
his r eflec t;on was Mr. Kornahrens !
The old man appeared to be looking straight
at him.
There he sat. his face fi xed and immovable.
H e was a s yellow as old parchment, a n d hi ~
eyes appea red dull and heavy; hi s lips moved a s
though he was muttering to himsef, but there
was no sound.
The delusion was so perfect that Charley instinctively took a s tep forward, extending his
hand s -,~ he ·'id so, and pronouncing his employers's name aloud.
His hands came in violent contact with the mirror, and at the same instant the light was extinguished.
A low laugh sounded behind the boy.
"You saw him,'' spoke a voice. "You know
now that 'Old Corns' still lives!"
"Let me out of this," gasped Charley
(To he continued.)·
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INTJR.ESTING RADIO NEWS AND HINTS
CHEAPEST AMPLIFICATION
The cheapest way to 11:et the effect of one or
two steps of radio frequency amplification is to
put up a good outdoor aerial.
TRAINS HAVE RAl)IOS
Recent experiments with radio on the trains
in Germany have proven so successful that the
goverrrment has announced that regular radio
service will be begun.
RADIO THROUGH · THE DARK
Senator Marconi, who has been making such
remarkable tests of short-wave radio telephony
between Poldu, England, and Australia, says to
his interviewers that it had 'been determined
that these radio w.aves reachEld Sydney, Australia,
by crossing the half qf" the world -in which it is
night.
SLIP COVER FOR RADIO SET
Standing idle much of the time, the ordinary
radio cabinet and panel constantly are in need of
dusting. The polished surfaces seem natural dust
collectors. This can be overcome, suggests Popu~
lar Science Monthly, by making a slip cover of,
imitation leather . or cloth similar to the one
used for .a typewriter.
BATTERIES
Here is the difference between a high and low
gravity storage battery. A high gravity battery
has a greater percentage of sulphuric acid in
the electrolyte or battery solution, and is fully
charged when the hydrometer reads 1.285. . The
full charge reading of a low gravity battery is
1.250. Automobile storage batteries are generally hil'h gravity. A low gravity battery generally lasts longer because the acid solution is
not as strong.
USE ANY KIND OF RECEIVER
Virtually any sort of a radio receiving set may
now be used in Australia, according . to advices
reaching Washington. P1·eviously only sets sealed
and approved by the government could be used,
but now the ban has been lifted. Broadcastingstations already established will continue to operate, but two forms of licenses have been announced: Class A station will include stations
receiving remuneration from listeners in, and
Class B, those broadcasting free of charge, so
far as owners of . receiving sets go. Broadcastir.g will be on wave lengths between 250 meters
and 2,000 meters.
Broadcasting stations. in Australia form the
centers of a new zoning plan. Each State is divided into three zones; the first a circle within
a radius of 250 miles of the transmiting station;
the second, within 400 miles, and ·the third zone
the balance of the Sta-te. It is thus possible for
the broadcasters to become the centers of Austt-alia•~ social and educational life

RESISTANCE COUPLED AMPLIFICATION
Resistance coupled amplification is slowly gaining favor. It has its adherents -who are· boostin.e: it in preference to the transformer-coupled
audio-frequency amplifier, while it has its enemies
who contend that its amplifying powers are too
low to compete with the usual ty-pe. Nevertheless, the truth of the matter is that resistancecoupled amplification makes for distortionless
lqud-speaker operation, which is highly desired in
these days of critical radio ears. As for the
amplifying powers, it is generally .admitted that
three stages of resistance-coupled amplification
are equivalent to two of transformer-coupled.
Lately several makes of resistance-coupled amplifiers have made their appea1·.ance. One of the
better known of these amplifiers is said to consume but one-quarter the usual plate current
and requires no "C" battery. Another ~dvantage
is that there are no delicate windings or wires
to use under the strain of excessive lo.ads. This
particular make uses ballast resistors, which arrangement eliminates the -necessity of rheostats
to maintain the proper filament current throughthe useful discharge of the A-battery.

NOISES IN THE RECEIVER
The problems that face the average radio fan
are many. One of the most complexing and discouraging problems is that of interference. The
word interference covers a multitude of . sins 'in ·
1·adio and includes everything from static to the
baby's wail.
Much of the cracklin.e: noises that are blamed
on static may come from another source, one
that can be traced down and remedied. The use
of receivers which have sensitive amplifiers brings
in a Jot of noi-ses that the average fan never
dreamed of existing. The faulty CEJll in your
A or B battery, when amplified, soads all in
the world like heavy static discharges.
Unidentified crackling-, buzzes .and clicks ::11:e
tuned in. Their source is blamed on the weather
and the amateurs indiscriminately, but in reality
are due to faulty electrical apparatus in the
neighborhood. The presence of a high voltage
transmiso,Jon line on the next street or in the
alley is to blame for much of the noise you
hear, very often . .
The transformer on the corner electric light
pole may have a leak in the insultation that will
cause a sputtering sound in your receiver. The
insulator of the hig·h tension line may have a
crack in it· that will cause a leak of energy to
take place to ground and cause a J1"reat deal of
noise for all the radio receiving sets in the immediate vicinity.
Tlae leap caused by soot and moisture deposits
on high tension insulators will often put radio
reception entirely out for every one in the neighborhood. These leaks mean a loss of power and
revenue for the local power company and they are
usually willing to trace down this source of
trouble when it is called to their attention.
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GOOD READING
,
AUTO

TIRES

COLLECT RARE INDIAN earth's rotation and that it will be possible to
RELICS ,
measure the difference in light speed to'"'the one
Some autoists who are using the Pottstowv.- five-millionth part of an inch, comes the statement
Bowertown pike, Pottstown, Pa., have discovered from Dr. Albert A. Michelson, one of the noted
that their tires are Indian relic collectors. One scientists of this generation, that he 'is to retire
man found two unusually fine specimens of flint from active r~search work in a year.
arrowheads in a tire, and another discovered that ·
Doctor Michelson, world famous physicist and
he had unknowingly become the possessor of a Nobel
Prize winner for physics in 1907, who altomahawk head. Others report similar experi- ready has determined the speed of light to be apences.
proximately 186,000 miles a second, expects his
A few days ago the road was given a new top experiments at the Mount Wilson Observatory
dressing of fine stone from Pine Forge, along this year to show results of one part in 10,000 .
Mantawney Creek. This many years ago was a and next year results of one part in 100,000, or
favorite camping site for part of the Delaw~re within about two miles of the abs_o lute.
Indian tribe. Archeologists have made some inThe experiments consist of th~ flashing of• a
teresting finds in that section.
light from M_t. Wilson to Mt. San Antonio, across
the Sierra Madre range, where it is reflected back
HOARDED GOLD FOUND IN SPINSTER'S by a mirror to Mt. Wilson, the time for the enHOME
tire distance being carefully measured, checked
Guards have been placed at the residence in and rechecked.
Winchester, Va., of Miss Martha Shumate,
Two beams of light are used which travel in
wealthy spinster, who died leaving a hoarded for- opposite directions around ,a square a guarter of
tune stuffed and cramm~d in nearly every nook a mile each way and meet again at their common
and cranny of the house.
source. On account of the earth's -~:otation, it was
The guard was established when crowds, lured determined that one beam will travel a distance
by the reports of hidden treasure, threatened to slightly greater than that traveled by the 1,t her
overrun the premises.
to only about one hundred-thousandth part of an
Hardly a receptacle in the house has failed to inch, yet preliminary experiments on a small scale
"'ive up money. Clocks, picture frames, covered have justified the belief that it will'be possible to
plates and cracks and crevices poured otit old measure this difference to one five-millionth part
gold and bank notes. Much of tke gold coin is of an inch.
said to be of old mintage; many pieces from the
California mint, coined while the gold rush was ,
at its height.

"Mystery Magazine';

FIRST PORTABLE WATCH
Although it is difficult to say exactly when the
first watch was made, it may be taken that the
pocket chronometer is now celebrating its fourth
century.
Four hundred years ago some one invented the
spiral spri,ng which made the "portable clock"
possible, and Cl"aftsmen h1 France and Germany
manufactured the first watches.
Peter Hole of Nuremberg was among the earliest watchmakers. · The watches he made were big
and clumsy, and from their oval shape were
known as "Nuremberg eggs."
Francois I of France was probably one of the
first possessors of a watch. It was a massive a~fair and perhaps somewhat of a burden to His
Majesty, but it was regarded as a marvel of
mechanism in those days. Dm·ing the latter part
of the sixteenth century watches became much
smaller.
Cases were made in even more fanciful designs
than they are to-day, and fashionable folk wore
watches in the form of death heads and coffins
enriched with jewels. Women in the sixteenth
century were wearing diminutive watches as earrings.
THE SPEED OF LIGHT
Coincident with the announcement that a beam
of light, traveling on a-close circuit on the ether's
surface, experiences a dra2; on account of the
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FROM ALL POINTS
A BIG DOLLAR BILL
What .is the largest counterfeit United States
dollar in the world was seized at New York Aug.
13 by Secret Service agents, when the S. S. King
Alex ander docked. The dollar is a rug reproduction of a silver certificate, with finely woven portraits of Lincoln aI1d Graf t and was brought
here by a Greek merchant, li\ring in Chicago. The
rug had been made in Greece. The dollar is six
feet by four. It even carries out the color scheme
of the United States currency. It was the first
such seizure ever made at the customs house.
AUTOMOBILES IN AMERICA
A check-up on the passenger cars and trucks
registered in the United States on July 1, 1924,
reveals the astounding total of 15,528,898 motor
vehicles at present "on the job" in the United
States-exclusive of Alaska and territorial possessions. In the rest of the wotld, according to
the most recent figures, there are only about 3,000,000 cai·s, so that about 88 per cent. of the
total number of automobiles in the world are in
the United States.
A PATRIARCH OF TREES
A juniper tree inor~ than 3,000 years old has
become one of the charges of the Forest Service
of the Department of Agriculture. The old veteran, believed to be the oldest juniper tree in the
world, is located nea r the main Logan Canyon
highway in Northern Utah, where it is seen by
thousands of tourists each year. The Forest
Reserve has erected a sign near the tree, giving
the interesting fac ts about the old patr iarch and
warning aga in st any defacement or molest at ion in
any way.
A careful examination of the tree by forestry
scientists shows the age of the tree, thus placing
it on a par with some of the big i:edwoods in
California, often spoken of as the "oldest living
things on earth."
MAN WORTH 98 CENTS
"Marked down to 98 cents,'' would be a queer
and in sulting tag to put on a .man. Yet that is
what a man amounts to, considered in terrus of

his chemical contents, writes The 1'oronto Globe.
The analysis has been made by some technical
sharp, and this is the astounding report:
The ingredients of a man plus water are as
follows:
Fat enough for seven bars of soap.
Iron enough for a medium-sized nail.
Sugar enough to fill a shaker.
Lime enough to whitewash a chicken coop.
Phosphorus enough to make twenty-two hundred match tips.
Magnesium enough to make a dose of magnesia.
Potassium enough to explode a toy cannon.
Sulphur enough to rid a dog of fleas.
This whole collection is worth 98 cents and that
when things are thi·ee times as high as they used
to be.

LAUGHS
The Judge-What proof have you that this
chauffeu-r was intoxicated? The Country Policeman-He stopped his car at a crossing.
"So you charge your husband with tearing your
hair. Did you scream?" "I would have, your
honor, but I wasn't there when he did it.
Maud-Oh, I'm invited to the Wayups' ball but
I don't know what in the world to wear. What
would you wear if you had my complexion?
Millieent-A thick veil.
·
·
·
He--You are the embodiment of all that's beautiful and-- SJ,.e-What on earth are you talking about? He-Nothing on earth· I was speak!ng of a heavenly creature. Cards.'"
Willie-Papa, is it swearing to talk about old
be~g darned?_ Papa-No, my son. Why?
W 1lhe- Cause I wish Johnny would keep his
darned old socks out of my drawer.
s~~k~

Anning-Has Badders made a success of
stage? Manning-Yes. He acted the part of
butler so well in a play last winter, that he
a place in a Fifth avenue family.

the
the
o-ot
"'

High Jinks-Help, help! Cool, help! Mr.
Cool-What are you kicking up such a row about?
High Jinks-Don't you see how I'm fixed ? M;.
Cool-Yes, but I never saw you in a hole yet
you couldn't crawl out of.
,Visito~-Aren't you glad you are a little girl?
Little Girl-No; I'd rather be a little boy. Visitor-But little boys generally have to wear their
father's leftover clothes. Little Girl-Mother is
a suffragette, and she says pretty soon it won't
make much difference.
A little Bangor boy surprised both his parents
and _his school teacher not a little recently, while
at dmner. He propounded the following scientific
question to the teacher: 'Which is the quickest,
heat or cold?" The teacher was a little slow
about venturing a reply, but finally said she
thought heat was. "That is right," said the sharp
youngster, "because you can catch a cold."
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fNTERESTING ITEI\1S
STRAY WOLF EXPLAINS
Stray Wolf, the Oklahoma Indian who had become rich in oil, bought an expensive automobile
and soon had an accident on the public highway.
Limping and -somewhat bruised, he came into the
local salesroom, carrying- a pocketpul of money.
He wanted another car and explained the loss of
his original purchase in this way: "Drive out big
red car. Buy moonshine. Take drink. Step on
gas. Trees and fence go by. Pretty soon . big
bridge come down road. Turn out to let bridge
go by. Bang! Car gone. Gimme 'nother."

plies so rapidly, for sportsmen annually k-ill large
numbers of them, although the laws in many
States now p1·ohibit the kil)ing of them except
in certain months. Some States even forbid the
hunting- of partridges entirely and prescribe fines
if the laws are broken. Its flesh, although restricted in quantity, -is exceptionally delicious,
and is highly prized as an article of food. Wheat
fields make excellent homes for the little birds,
and the whir of their wings as they rise
from the ground is a common sound in the country.
The partridge is a bird that we are sure to adI
mire for the love which it shows for its little
ANOTHER GOLD RUSH
ones and the skill with which it draws away their
Once more the mother lode, California's most enemies. The nest lies in the grass or underfamous gold country, has come into the limelight. growth, and is zealously guarded by the mother
The old Eureka mine, near Sutter Creek, Amador partridge. If a dog approaches the mother flutCounty, long considered "dead,'' has yielded a ters out just in front of the dog's nose. She
rich ore vein to the men who recently took a flutters slowly, as if she had a broken wing,
miner's chance and began to work it. keeping just in advance of the dog. The dog
The Eureka years ago "panned out" and was follows her, thinking- she will catch her. She alabandoned. A few months ago, on the advice of ways manages to keep just a little in advance of
old-timers, Sacramento and San Francisco men him until he is safely away from the nest.. Then
put up money to resume operations.
she rises into the sky and sails gracefully away,
A rich vein has been struck. The development . to return to her nest when the invading dog has
has resulted in a gold rush which in many re- departed. She is known as one of Nature's best
spects resembles the rush of the early 'o0s in · mothers.
Amador County.
Sutter Creek and Jackson
The gr.ouse family claims the partridge as one
merchants have closed their stores and gone to of its members. The entire fawily includes the
the hills in the vicinity to stake out claims. ~he grouse proper, the capercailzie, tne blackcock, the
ore b~ing taken from the Eureka assays h)gh ptarmigan, the ruffled and Canada grouse, the
and the strike is regarded as one of the most im- quails and the partridges. All are related. The
portant in California in recent years.
grouse common in England and Scotland is the
red grouse or ptarmigan. It is mainly reddishbrown, with lighter colors and black and white
TWENTY-FIVE THOUSAND MILES OF intermixed. The birds nest among the heather,
WIRE
and eat young shoots of heather and other
Twenty-five thousand miles of wire, the strong- growths as well as seed.
est of its kind ever made, which tempered cuts
is well stocked with grouse, the finest
ordinary steel as diamonds cut glass, will be used of America
which is the ruffled grouse, so called because
in the two cables Sill'lJporting the world's longest of the long feathers on the neck of the cock. In
suspension bridge, now being erected across the spite of the· fact that it has been shot at steadily
Dela~re River to link Philadelphia and Camden, since the country was first settled, it still perN. J. ~he wire, long enough to girdle the globe, sists in every piece of woods, its brown plumage
is shown by tests to have a tensile strength of enabling it to hide easily among the dead leaves.
223 000 pounds per square inch of gross section, It lies perfectly still, trusting not to be seen unand after assembly into the cables, it will hold til you almost step on it, then springs up with
at a'.nchorage against a pull of 36,000,000 pounds. a tremendous noise of whirring wings and spins
The entire engineering scheme of the bridge is out of sight. Frequently, when one is rambling
built around the strength of the cables. En- through the quiet woods in October, a dull roar
gineers supervising the manufacturing of the which sounds like muffled drumming may be
wire with the aid of new equipment and processes heard. If one's eyesight is keen he may see a
at the Monessen, Pa., mills of the Page.Steel and cock of the ruffled grouse standing on a dead log
Wire Company declare that the impregnation of flapping his wi;ngs so rapidly they only make a
unprecedented strength into the slen~er s~r~ds blur of light. He is the drummer who is responof wire that are only 192-1000 of an mch m dia- sible for the muffled drumming.
meter, opens new possibilities for erection of
All of the male birds of the grouse family have
larger and longer suspension sh-uctures. The
total length of the Delaware River bridge, in- finer feathers than the females. It is said that
hens of the family are attracted to the males
cluding plazas, is 9,760 feet, as compared with the
having the brightest appearance. The males
5,980 feet length of the Brooklyn :Cr1dgc.
spread their tails and strut about preening themselves in a comical attempt to attract the attenTHE PARTRIDGE
tion of the hens. Vanity seems to be an atb:ibThe partridge is the most plentiful of g<1 me ute that is not restricted to humans, but is i,1
birds in this· countrv. It is well that it multi- every sense of the word extremely "natural."
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HERE AND THERE
NEW YORK'S FOSSIL FORESTS
The recent discovery of a fossilized forest at
Gilboa, Schoharie County N. Y., was made by excavators engaged in work for the New York City
Water System. Dr. John M. Clarke JS planning
to reproduce in the state museum a section of the
forest making it look as nearly as possible as it
did in the Pleistocene age. Only the fossilized
stumps, two or three feet high, of the Gilboa
trees were foun,d standing. The remainder of the
trees were probably cut off l:)y a glacial upheaval.
The fossilized remains of the trunks and · foliage
lay alongside the stumps. The foliage was partly like a fern and partly like a palm. The trees
grew 35 feet to 50 feet high, the inside being
hollow and containing a pithy substance. The
bottom spread out like a bulb, and the roots extended from underneath like those of an onion.
EXPLOSIVE
USE
GUNNERS
BULLETS
There are few animals better known than the
skunk. Every woman has admired its handsome fur, and to-day there is a skunk farm on
Dartmoor where the animals are raised to supply
the fur market.
In its wild state the skunk roams the whole of
North America from Canada to Florida, and although it wa-Iks \l:Jout in broad daylight is rarely
molested. The reason is that, if annoyed, it can
discharge from a special gland a spray, the odor
of which is extremely obnoxious. A whiff of it
will make any human being deadly sick. A sporting dog, if "skunked," is useless for days, losing
all power of scenting game.
There is a small beetle known as the bombardier, which defends itself, when attacked, by
discharging an acid fluid. But this beetle's ammunition is not only offensive, it is also volatile and
actually explodes with a sharp little report when
it meets the air. A bombardier can fire a dozen
charges of this kind in succession.

is still cool. Eventually the water at the bottom reaches the pressure boiling point, when
steam is formed, lifting the water above it and
causing an overflow at the top. This overflow
relieves the pressure, and all that part of the
column wh~~e temperature was previously be!ow the bo1lmg _pomt but now exceeds it, flies
n~to steam and eJects the water above with great
violence. The water thus erupted flows back into
the tube or percolates through the porous lava
and is reheated for the ensuing eruption, whose
period depends upon the intensity of heat. Some
small geysers erupt every few minutes, while
the interval between eruptions of some of the
large1· geysers is measured in days and even
weeks. Old Faithful, the tourists' friend, erupts
usually every 65 minutes. The water is thrown
out to a height between 120 and 170 feet for 4
minutes; the estimated discharge is 200,000 gallons at each eruption.

INSECT

WHY GEYSERS ERUPT
Geyse1·s have often been compared to volcanoes,
presenting in miniature, with water instead of
molten rock, all the phenomena of a volcanic eruption. The source of the heat is the still hot lavas
below the earth's surface and is connected with
the past volcanic energies of the park region.
The accepted theory of these natural steam engines, which bears the name of the illustrious
Bunsen, depends upon the well-known fact that
the boiling point of water rises with the pressure, and is, therefore, higher at the bottom of
a tube than at the surface. In the long and narrow or irregular geyser tubes the ebullition in the
lower part of these tubes is only possible at a
much higher temperature than causes water to
boil at the surface due to the weight of the water
column above it. The heat from the hot lavas
continul)usly applied to water at the bottom of
the geyser tube causes it to be heated to a high
temperature. while the water near the surface

LOOK, BOYS!

lRAPt:ZEE
The Acrobatic Wonder Toy
AL.l\'10~' HUMAN IN ITS
ACTIONS!

. It ~onsists of a handsome parallel
iron frame on which the little yellow
man accurately perfo1·ms like an athlete.
F ive Different Stunts THE FLYING TRAPEZE - Release the
trigger-pi_n ~nd the figure swing s forward, gnppmg the brass trapeze-bar
turns a somen,a ult in the air and catc~
a cross-bar by his hee~.
THROUGH TH~ LOOP-A swift swing
and he goes through. a wire loop, makes
a turn and, catching by his heels, swings
head downward from a bar.
THE_ GIANT SWING- He goes forward
with a rush, releases the trapeze catches
a horizontal-bar with his heel; makes
two swift somersaults in the 'air and
catches by his heels again.
He perfo1·ms two more horizontal-bar
acts with the grace and agility of a circus star, and many new ones can be invented.
The Most Wonderful Toy in
the World!

PRICE

$1.00

The collapsible stand and the little mani•
kin. are neatly packed in a handsome box.
Dehvered anywhere in the United States on
receipt of price. Address
WOLFF NOVELTY CO.,
166 W. 23d St., New York City, N. Y.
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Andupto$10,000 ayear
ERE is a nation wide demand for finger print experts. Big institutions and industrial or•
anizations are looking for trained men to fill the big paying, important identification posi•
tions that are opened. There is a wonderful opportunity for trained finger print experts right
now and the demand is increasing every day. New identification bureaus are be:ng established
by towns, cities and industries-new uses are being discovered for this wonderful seientifir sys.
tern of identification. Here is an opportunity to get into one of the livest and fastest growing
professions of the twentieth century. You need no previous experience and only a common
school education. Any man who can read and write English can acquire the complete training
in a few months. You can study at home in spare time.

TI

Work on Real Cases
Every month I'll send you "the dope" on a lot of wanted men for whom rewards are posted. ru
give you their photographs, finger prints, Bertillon descriptions and Reward Offers. You build
up your own Bureau of Wanted Criminals. It's practical work. It's great.

Learn at Bome-30 Minutes a Day
Study this interesting work at home in your spare moments. Half an hour a day will be enough.
In a few months, you will be an expert, capable of handling a high salaried position. My -:ourse
will give you just the training you need. Share in the many big rewards this profession offers
you. Start NOW to. take advantage of this opportunity.

FREE

Finger Print Outfit

Big Salaries-

Rich Rewards

The nation wide demand for finger print experts is increas.
ing every day The successful, highly paid Secret S,,rvice
men and Detectives are the ones who are train<>d ;n the
Finger Print Profession. If you can read or write English
you can acquire this training in a few months. You neea1
no previous experience and some of our most succ.,ssful
graduates have had only a common school education.

•t
Wrl e

for full information regarding
this wonderful opportunity. I
will send rou absolutely free
SECRET SERVICE REP<WTS.
and tell you about the big jnhs
waitin6 for trained finger print men. There is no obligation. Just fill in the coupon and send it today w •

To those who enroll right now I am going to give abso-

lutely free a professional finger print outfit-the kind
that is used by finger print experts in actual work. Besides, a valuable course in Secret Service intelli~ence
will be given you freel sorou will be thOT9Ughly eQUlP.oed
to handle any brancn o the work. Thi~ course will be
given you without cost if you start now.
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U.S. School qi Fiqer Prints §=
7003N.CJarkStreet,Cldca&o.DL
8 - 90-98
=

U.S. School of Finsier Print•
Dept. 90•98 7003 No. Clark St., Chicago, DL
Without any obligations whatsoever please send me full
information about your Free Finger Print Outfit. Also
tell me bow J can become a Finger Print expert.
Name .......•••••.•••••••••.•.••.•........ Age ........... ,
Address .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

City ....••.......•.••••............... S ......e ..•.••••••••••••

LITTLE ADS

Write to Riker fl E.i•t, Adoertising Of/ices, 1133 Broad'IDay, Ne'ID York City, or
29 East Madiso 11 Street, Chicato, for particulars about advertisi11g i•_tbis matasini,,

AGENTS WANTED

PERSONAL

AGENTS, Big Prolltel

Braided Ruaa &II the ,.,.. aen
direct, one•h&lt store prlceal Quick returm. Tre·
Alpern Bros.• '8Z Summer. ChelM&.

mtndou4 de1na.nd.

M....
.
MAKE MONEY ln your Spare Time. Easy to make SI
to $2 an Hour by following our instru(.-tions.
No

°"

Money
Experience Necessary.
Write TODA.'Y !or
pan.tculara.
Cost.e nothlng to lnvestlzate. American
Products q,., 2077 American Bldg., Clnclnnatl, 0.
RADIO-Your Opportunity! $5 to $10 an hour tor spare
time work at home. TtcbnlcaJ knowled,u unneees•
11,:y.
Build best low-price Tube S.t.a. Quick aoners.
AUBURN RADIO CO.. Dept. C, Clnclnnatl , 0.
$20 PROFIT DAILY 1elling needlebooko; coats 3c-5c
each: o,11 25c, nlue 50c; 3 aamples 250. Write for
tree catalogue. Needloboolt S-1alt;J Co.. 661 Broad-

New York.

w&Y.

HELP WANTED
BE A DETECTIVE.

Opl)Ortunlty for men and women
for Hcret in,estigaUon in your dlstrtct. Write C. T.
Ludwig, 521 Westover Bldf., Kan••• Cit,, Mo.
EARN $110 to $250 monthly, exl)Oll ... paid a, Railway
Traffic lntmect.or. Poeltlon guaranteed after c<nple•

tfon or 8 months home study course or money refunded,

Fr••

Excellent OllPQrturilll••· Write for
Booklet. CH101 Stand, Business Training Inst., Buffalo, N. Y.
DETECTIVES NEEDED EVERYWHERE. Work home
or tranl, e:i:verience unnweesary. Write Oeorre B.
Wainer-. former Go,t. Detecthe, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.

SI~~~ I ~~11~'.rror;·1a!'!""r.:.l•l~!;ll1f1J~•-w.:::
Excelsior Sprlna:s. Mo.

GET A SWEETHEART.

1':xchanse letters.

Write

me

enclosing stamp. Violet R~. llennilOll, Ohio.
HUNDREDS NeKmK 1uarri1a:e. lt sincere enclose stamp.
ll1ra. , ·. Wlllud, 2928 llroadway, Cblcaeo, llllnolL
HUNDREDS) WEALTHY MEMBERS want to n1tur,.

List free. Club ll-1022, Wichita, Kansas.
LONELY HEARTS-! bavo a 1weothe&rt for you.

J;'x-

cbance letters; ma.ke new friends. Efflchmt. couflden ..
ital and dicuified senlce. Members e,erywhere. E,a
Moore. Box 908, Jacksontille. Florida.
IIARRY IF '-ON ELY "Jiume Huor"; hundred, rich;
reliable: years eXJ)erle.nce: descriptions free. The Sue•
cessrul Club. Box 556, Oakland, California.
MARRIAGE PAP,Efl....-20\11 year, Big ll!auo with descrlP•
tlona. photos. namea and add.reHee. 25 cents. NG
other fC'e. Sent sealed. Box 2265 R, Boston, Mass.
MARRY-Particulars to, stamp. F. Morrison, 15-3053
W. Holden Street, SeatUe, \VIIJ!h.
MAR RY-Free photographs, directory and dcscriptJona
or wealthy members. Pay when niuried. New Piao
Co.. Deot. 36. Kan ..• City, Mo.
MARRY-MARRIAGE DIRECTORY with photos a.od
de • crlptiona free. Pay when married. The Exchanae.
Deot. 545. )Cans .. City, Mo.
MARRY-\VriLo for bl& new directory wlth photos and
descriptions.
Free.
National Arency. Dept. A.
4606, !'Sta. E. Kansa• City, Ho.
SWEETHEA RTS' Correapondeuce Club.
Stamped ennlope for .. a1ed provoa&I. Lllllan Sproul, Statloo
H, Clneland, Ohio.

"'!i!l:vh=THYE!:ungB!fg/2. P'Wfe\i1~~tal=.~~
LONELY HEARTS, join our club: we have a componlon for you, many worth from $5,000 to $50,000

HELP WANTED-FEMALE

most succeaful home Jn&ker, descrtotion and 1>hot011
Standard Corr. Club, Grualake. Ill.
LONESOME? Find your oweetheart. Vaat member•
;htf{on~~!d\~~~•'6hr~R~~barnaament.
Bortba Fr1lnz.
94

EAIIN MONEY WEEKLY, spare 11111•, home oddr<,la!ns,
m&lllnr.
Mu•lo clrculan.
Send lOc for mullo.
Information. New England Mwtlo Co.. 118 .urlum SL,
Y-4. Hartford, Conn.
A COMFORTABLE living, Home sewing for us: any

free.

stamped addres,ed •nvolove.
Bloomfield, New JerRev.

TOBACCO o, Snuff Habit cured or no pa,, Sl.00 It
Ba°itf:1oro,
sent on tr!&!. Superb a Co., PC.,

sewiru: machine: elty, country: no cannuJnc.
Home

)nduatrles

Bend
Co,,

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED

TOBACCO HABIT

1U:J'.ed1

SONGWRITERS

STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, eto., are wanted for pubU- WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG-We coml)(>So
cation. Submit JdSS. or write IJ.terary Bureau. 515
mustc. Submit your J)Ooma to us · a.t once. New York
ffannlba}. Mo.
Melody Corporation. 405 ,T. Rom Rx lU-d". , l"few 1.'0rK.

Correspond with your
I<'or part.iculars address:
NATIONAL LETTER CLUB,
Box 3G5, Los Angeles, Calif,

1' 01''1.' Ul\.E, Jtomance?

,deal.

PILES

:~~¥:~ :~
This Wonderful
Treatment

My internal method ot treatment ls the
,·orr eet one, and iH sanc1 ioned by the best
informed physicians and surgeons.
Ointments, .snlveH and ot her local appllcatlons
i:ive only temporary r elier.
Ir you have piles in auy form write for a
l•'REE sample of Pa,:-e's Pile Tablets and
1·011 will bless the day that you read thi s.
Write today,
K R. Paire, 849-F Page Bldg., Marshall, l\Uch.

Removed Witllaut Operation
ANYreaderofthispapersuffer•
in& from Goitre (bit neck), can tel
free inlonxt.aliontellinghow lo tel rid of

ilathomewithoutoperation,danger
or discomfort by writing Dr. Rock,
the eminent Goitre Speciallst, Box 6.~;....:ut,;;.;;;.,;111
737,Dept. 5~8 Mllwankee,Wis. Dr. Rock has treated over
100,000 cases and in nearly every civilized counllJ' on
urth. Goitre snffertts shonld wrile for his free book
&Dd positive proofs from all parts of the world, . •

AsfHMA
$ - O L D MONEY

TIUl1T• HT mall•~ ..
,ua Tau&.. U i\ can,
• eadf~ lfaot, It'• l'US..
Write Jor 'Koor trHbb~I!

8~~•A¥8~~0:

w~-.;TED--- $

$2 to $500 EACH paid for hundreds of old
coins. Keep .ALL Old or odd money, it may
be VERY valuable. Send 10 cts. for ILLl7STRATF:D COIN VALUE BOOK, 4x6. Get
PostPd. We pay <'..A-SH.
CLARKE COIN CO., Ave 18, LeRoy, N. Y.

AMAZINGLY LOW

PRICED 1924 NDDEL
GOVERNMlNT'
TIITED SIDt
WHHLtlll

"'USTreceived. Limited

ra::~:ti.\i g~J::.~1 l~!
~ri:rn:t'~i=!:11::~~
ammont tested .. Not to be com-

pared with ordinary gon •• Shoots
!IDY standard American cartridge.
Special introductory price for short

&ill,•. Only one gun to a customer.
.12 cal. 8-ahot
•
•
ll2, 20 or 38 cal. - - •
$18.45
PAY POSTM-ON DELIVERY _pm poetaae.
lloneY back ~romptly If not ntlalled.

William Ward Co.. D•P'b Pl W
IZUB-,NIWTur•

25,000 DEER,
AND NONE
CAN BE SHOT
What to do
about a herd of
25,000 deer, inhabiting a virgin
forest tract fifty
miles square and
increasing at the
rate of about 8,000 fawns a fear
is a problem the
Department
of
Agriculture seeks
to solve.
The deer are
living and multiplying in
the
Kaibab national
forest of Southern Utah, which
the late Emerson
Hough sought to
have set aside
permanently as a
national
monument to be known
as
President's
forest.
This orest has
been a national
g a m e preserve
for
seven~
years.
Thus protected
from human and
natural foes, the
deer have thrived
and increased until to-day the forest service sees
danger of starvatio11 or an epidemic from overcrowding.
The proposition
of
permitting
hunters to enter
the forest has
met with objec·tions because of
fear
that the
slaughter will be
excessive. There
is a sportsmanship feature also,
the deer are so
tame that motor
tourists o f t e n
count as many as
500 on a trip
through the park
to the rim of the
canyon. Shootjng
deer in the Kaibab would 'be
about like killing
steers in a pasture.

ARBALES- TRIERS
WERE
POPULAR
The
arbalest
was one of the
first m a c h i n e
guns known in
warfare. It was
a crossbow which
was · so strong
th a t
artificial
means had to be
adopted to draw
back the cord. It
shot
a
short,
wicked quanel, or
arrow. Prior to
the
Fourteenth
Century all European a r m i e s
had troops of arbalestriers. They
were formed into
c o n fraternities,
used at guard
duty in times of
peace, and were
wven many privileges by way of
encouraging them
to greater skill.
The Genoese even
had arablestriers
for hire; at Crecy
the French employed 6,000 of
these
mercenaries.
The Gas 0
cons and the men
of Brabant were
noted for their
skill with the
bow, and many
towns of northern France maintained their own
companies of arbalestriers
who
were called to occasional
service
under the powerful dukes when a
quarrel was to be
settled. Frgissart
records an occasion when an English king borrowed the French arbalestriers
for
use in a war in
w h i ch
France
was not concerned, and it is on
record also that a
company of English longbowmen
served
in
the
French forces of
Richelieu at the
aiege of La Rochelle.

Get Rid
of Your

FAT

Free Trial Treatment
Sent on request. Ask for mJ'
"pay-when-reduced" offer. I bav~
successtutly reduced thousands
of persons. often at the rate of
a pound a day, without ' dlet er
exercl•e. Let me send you proof at my exi,ense.
DR. R. NEW~lAN, Licensed Ph71lclan
liit&te of New York, 286 Fifth A•enae
New "l'ork, De•k "\V-18

THROW YOUR
Und"r th" tab!.,, into a

-

VOICE

Trunk, down c.,nar or

anywh.,re. Our 1.,1110ns
in
Yll:NTBILOUUIS.11
t..acbes you. Wifh our

YENTRILO

(fits in th.,mouthand
cannot be seen) you
Imitate Birds, Animal,, etc. without

~:hli~~Ui1°a'!."d ~ - of
JOJtBS by mall for JI),,,
Universal Dist.
Box 181, Stamford, ()t.

PIMPLES
,_ Ilda Cn le Otiicldr ClunNI of Plnipt-, Blacltbeada.
Acne Eruptions on the face or body, Barbers Itch,
Eczema, Enlarired Poree and Olly or ShlnJ' Skin.

FREE

Write tod•J' for my PIIIIIE BOOKLn
"A Cta.u-ToNa 81<11<,"-tellq,s_bow I

c._...o.

eared m:,Nlf after beina alllietecl16,...._

S.5.QIVENS,111 Cllellloll ...... Kaa. . .

FREE!

MDYINli PltTURE MACHINE

~FREE
0

G~nuine New 1\lodel
Oil or Electric Moving Picture 1\lachlne,
:,nd non-inflammable
film, giveu free tor
~elling 25 packages
Rnchet Perfume at
lOcts a package. Extra premium of AdYou can earu money b7
your own" borne.
Write

Biir, Handsome, Dreued,- Sleepiq
Doll eent prepaid for eelllnc ONL'f
18 PACKETS new HichlJ' per,, mission 'l'lckets.
giving shows at
fumed Sachet Powder AT 10c. ,
today.
Thia la a Special Offer to introduce .
COLUMBIA :XO\'ELTY CO.
ouraachet.
Dept. 554, East Boston, ll[ass,
We also sin Mama Dolls, WalldD11
Dolls, and premiuma for boys.

UNION NOVELTY CO.,
Dept. 49
Pawtucket, R. J.

Boys and Girls
EARN XMAS MONEY
Write (or 50 Sets St. Nicholas Chrlstmat
Seals. Seil tor 10c a set. When sold send
us $S.OO aud kee:> , .2.00. No Work-Just Fun,

ST. NICHOLAS
2814 Glenwoo<I aid. De1>t, 148 Brooklyn 1 N, Y-

WILQ WEST WEEKLY .
- - LATEST ISl!ltJEl!I - 1117 Young Wild Saving the Mall Coach; or, Tbe Boss
of tbe Mountain.
1118 " Gallop for Gold; or, Arletta and the Mine
Owner.
11111 " "Musting" the Buckers; or, the Cowboy Who
"Touched Leather"
1120 " Rescuing Ills Sweetheart; or, The Best Shot of
All.
J12l " Folllni,: the Raiders: or, Taking a Long Chance.
ll22 " Corralling the Creeks! or, Arletta and the Redskin Roundup.
1123 " Wnrnlng : or ,Tbe Secret Bnnd ot tbe Gulch. ,
112-1 " After Big Game; or, Arletta and the Hunters
Trap.
1125 " Cl!'nn Sweep: or, The Reformation of Reckless
Camp.
1126 " and the Hoodoo Claim; or, Arletta and the Keg
of Nuggets.
1127 " and "Cinnamon Hank"; or, The Grudge of the
Gila Giant.
1128 " Srrlmm•ire with Sioux: or, Arletta ancl the
Renegade.
ll29 " R~cing the Cowboys-; or, ·Sav1ng a Doomed
Ranch.
1130 " Blg-irest Panout: or, Arletta and the Lost Pros1131

;~18

1

S a~1~
.Hund,.,.d Tbousand; or, Tbe 8hot Tbat
Stopped the Train.
1132 " Fall Roun<'I Up: or. Arletta Rnd the Rnstlers.
1133 " Over the Rio Grande: or. The Hunt for the
Stolen Stock.
1134 " and the Redskin Spy; or, Arletta•s Clever
Decoy.
1135 " Gunnlnir for Gold; or, Outwlt\lng the Mine
Plotters.
1136 " ForrPd to Fight; or, How Arietta Bossed tbe
Gulch.
1137 " and the English Earl; or, The Search tor 11
Missing Mon .
1138 " an,1 tbP Indian Agent: or, Arletta Shooting for
Her Life.
039 " Lasso Dut>I ; or. Th<' Picnic at Dry Bottom.
1140 " end the U. S. Marshall; or, Arletta as a Detective.
1141 " Stopping R Flood: or, Saving a Doomt>d Camp.
1142 " and the Mall Coach; or, Arletta and the Lady
In Blue.
1143 " an,1 the r:vstlc Do2en; or, The Scourge of Red
Rock Pass.
1144 " H el r,lni:: the 9th Cavalry; or, Arletta as a
Sharpshoote r.
1145 " and tb ~ ,\liner's "Kid": or, Fighting for a
Gold Clniu:.
• 146 " and tJie Redskin Rustlers ; or, Arietta Saving
the Cattle.
,147 " Fli::ht on the> Mesa: or, Surrounded by Gren•ers.
1148 " LPn'11ng a Rnid; or, Arletta nnd the Bors of
Gold.
1149 " at Yankee> Camp; or, A Fourtll of July on the
Ror<'ler.
, mo " Corn~recl by Apaches; or, Arl etta and the ·
Poi•nned Arrow.
1151 " an,i "Tnnocent Ike"; or, Trnpplne: a Tricky
Ru•tler.
11112 " Prairie Pursuit: or, Arletta a C'nptlvr.
For sole by 111) new•de11lerA, or ,viii he ••nt to an;v
_.r-·<ldres11t on rPcetpt of price, 8c. per copy, in money or
"

1·ohtage stomps.

•

HARRY E. WOLFF", Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street
New York CitJ

tl

I- SCEN ARIOS

!I

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

1>rlce -35 C~nt. Per Copy
This book contains all tbe ruost rC<'ent changes
! lo the method of construtlon nod submission of
scenarios. Sixty Lessons. covering every phase or
i scenario writing. For sale bv all Newsdealers and
nookstores. It you cannot procure a copy, send us
the price, 35 cents, In money or postage stamps, an,1
,.,e will mall you one, postllgP. tree.
"ddreas,
i L. Senarene, 210 &eveath Ave., New ork, N. Y.

!

I
I

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive , and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Informatio n on Almost
Every Subject.
No. M. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINSContaining valuable Information regarding the collj!Ct•
Ing and arranging of stamps and coins. Hands'>mely
Illustrated.
No. 57. HOW TO lllAKl!: MUSICAL INSTRUMEN TS.
-Full directions bow to make a Banjo, Violin, Zit h!'r,
Aeollun Harp. XylopbonP an<'! other mu~lcal Instruments; -together with a brief de)!crlptlon of nearly every
mu•fcal lnAtrument used In Rnclent or modern times.
Profusely Illustrated Bv Algernon S. Fitzgerald, tor
twPnt.v years handma•ter of the RoyoJ BPnJl'al Marines.
No. 58. HOW TO B1!:CO~IE A Dl!:Tl!:OTIV E.-By Old
King Brady, tht> ""orld-known detective. In which he taya
do"·n some vnluahlP and senslhlc rules for beglnner11.
and also rel• tE's some ndv~ntnrcs and experiences of
well-known <lE>tectlves.
No. 60. HOW TO DECO~IE A PHOTOGR ~PHER.Contalnlng u•etul lnformntlon rE>gar<llng the Camera
an{! bow to work It: also bow to mnke Photographi c
lllagfc Lantern ~!Ides end other Transparenc ies. HandsomPly llln•trated.
No. 64. HOW TO J\IAKE ELECTRICA L HACHINES.
Contnlnlnl? full direction• for mRklng electrical machln<'s, ln<ln<'tlons coll•. dYnRmos, end many novel toys
rnn~fr:~;dl<ed by electricity. By R. A. R. Bennett. Ful17
No. 65. l\fflLDOON'S JOKES.-Tb e most original job
hook ever pnhl!AhPd. and It Is hrlmful of wit and
humor. Tt contnlns a lnrire coll<'<'tlon of songs, jokes,
<'0nnndrnm s. t>t<' .. of TPrrrnc>e l\fnldonn. thP. great wit.
humorist, nn<'I prnrtknl jnkrr nf the day.
No. 67 rrow TO DO l':T,FCTRIC'AL TRICKS.-C ontninfnl? a lRrJl'P <'ollertlnn ot Instructive nnd highly
amu•inir elPctrlcal tricks, together with Illustrations.
Ry A. An{!Prson.
No. 68. now TO DO f'Rl':~IICAL TltICKS.-C ontnlnlnJ? over . one hnnd rell b!ghly nmuslnJ? and lnstruct!vl' tricks wlth el1emkals.
Bv A. Anderson.
Handsomely lllu•trntPd.
No. 69. HOW TO DO RLEIGH'l:_- OF-HAND.-C ontalnlnJ? over fifty of the latest and beRt trlrks llAed by
magicians. AlRo containing the secret of Recond sight.
Pnfly llluRtrntrd.
No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.
Emhraclnl! all of the latest and most deceptive card
trlrks, with llh1Rtrntlo11~.
No. 73. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH NU~fflERS ~how1ng mRnv curious trlrk« with IIJ?urPs and the magic
or nnmhrr•. Rv A. Anrle••on. Fu!J,·
fllustrnte<'I.
No. 71. HOW TO WRITE f,ETTERS CORRECTL Y
Contnfnlnl! fnfl fnstr11ctlons for writing letters on al:
mo,-t nn" •••l,jeet: nlso rnlM for pun('tuatlon and compn..:itlon . with ~nPchnfln l ntters.

N<>. 76. HOW TO TET,L FORTUNES BY THE
HANn.-Cont oinfnJ? rul!'« for tellinJ? fortunes bv the
al,1 of llnps of the hnnd. or th p •Pcrc>t of palmistry.
iii~•;k:_h~;;;; .Pt0 ;:,~
r~'/~;;re mnts by aid or moles,
No. 77. HOW TO no FORTY TRICKS WITH
CARn<:.-Co n t •l nlni;,- rle<'Pntlve Cnrd Tricks as performed
hy lenifinl? eonjur<'rs nn,1 moirf<'lnns.
Arranged for
homp nm us •mpnt, Full..- flln~trntP<'I.
No. 7!1. HOW TO REf'OJIE A~ ACTOR.-Co ntalnlng
rompl<' te In st ructions how to make up tor various cbnrnrtns nn the stnf!e: tOJ?Pthrr " 'Ith the duties of th&
l':tne:e ~rannger, Promptl"r, Sc,,nlc Artist and Property
Mnn.
No. 80. (l{IS WJLLJA \IS' ,lOKF, ROOK.-Con talnlng
the lnt e~t Jnk<'R. nnPr<'lotes an<'! firnnv •torles of this
worlrl-renol\"nc>d German comecllan.
Sixty-tour pages;
~;r~~nt~~/o lorPd cover containing a half-tone photo of
No. 82 . HOW TO no l'AT, )JISTRY.-C ontainlng ttie
most n pprnv<"<'I mrtl10<'1s of rending the lfnl'R on the band
tnJ?<"ther with n fn!J explnnntlon of their meaning. Also
rxplnlnlnl? phrrnolOI!:<'. nncl the kev for telling cbar.nctl'r hy tlle humps on the bead . Bv LE'o Hugo Koch.
A. C'. R. Fnllv lllnstrated.
•
No. 84. HOW TO DECO:IJE AN AtJTHOR.-C ontalnlnJ? lnformntlon ree:nrdlng Pboft'e of subjects, the nse of
words nn<'I tl,r mnnn<>r of preparing ancl submlttlne:
mann•P•lnt. A l•n rnntnlnlnJ? val11nblp tnt'ormntlon as to
tbr nPatness, leirfbfllty nn<'I genernl composition of manuscript.

!~\\\~~1

For sole by all n!'wsdealers. or will oe sent to any
address on receipt of price, lOcl. per copy,
In money or stamps, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street
New York City

